### She is

**Summary**

Anabella Swan is Isabella's twin. Anabella suffered abuse from her stepfather Phil but no one in her family knows.

Anabella along with Bella will meet the Cullens, but the fate of the younger twin was less clear according to Alice, one of her mates.

The young woman will meet various vampires, getting trapped with eight of them.

But young Ana is not easy to convince that she was destined for them, so vampires will have to show the love and love they feel for the young woman.

### Notes

English is not my language. If there are grammatical errors.

Sorry
Forks and strangers

My name is Anabella Swan, I am Isabela Swan's twin, younger for a few minutes. But even though I'm her twin, I don't look like Bella at all, or I try. My hair is short and I dyed it blond, I have piercings on my lip and eyebrow, I also have a couple of tattoos.

We moved to Forks with our father Charlie, since our mother would travel with Phil, our stepfather. There is a secret that nobody knows and is that Phil abuses me, the tattoos I have are to hide the wounds I have.

................................................

It was the first day of the institute and Bella had forgotten some papers in the van to present at the reception, as a good sister I am offered to look for them. But when I find them a short girl with short hair, I was by my side and she was smiling at me.

Alice: Hi! I'm Alice Cullen

The girl extends her hand to greet me, raise an eyebrow in confusion before returning the greeting.

Alice: ¿Are you Anabella Swan?

I nod as I look more confused at the girl in front of me. What do you want?

Alice: ¿Am I bothering you?

The pixie smiles at me a little while her eyebrows curl up, behind her I watched a blond boy with an expression of suffering but looking at me attentively.

Anabella: A pleasure, I must go

Alice: Sure, see you

I walk away as quickly as I could from that strange situation. When I find my sister I deliver the papers while we go to the reception to deliver the papers and give us our schedules.

Classes went smoothly and I met a couple of interesting people to hang out with. My sister did not like that I liked them, but I did not give importance to what she said. I sat next to them at a table in the background, they had tattoos and several piercing. We were eating and chatting quietly.
Rafael: Do you like Swan motorcycles?

Anabella: Yes, I love them

Tamara: Well, on Saturday there is an exhibition in Seattle, if you are interested come with us

Walter: And by the way you get on a

Anabella: Really? I would love to

Tamara: Great, I come looking for you on Saturday at 5pm

After that, they go to smoke and I go to where my sister was sitting with her friends. The guys at the table looked at me drooling, I roll my eyes before sitting next to my twin.

Bella: She is my twin Anabella

Mike: A pleasure

Eric: Hi!

Jessica: They don't look like anything

Angela: Jess!

Jessica: What? It's true

Anabella: We know it

After them there was an awkward silence until my sister spoke

Bella: Who are they?

I turn my eyes to the people he was referring to, a group of really striking people walked to a table that was empty.

Jessica: The Cullens are Dr.Cullen's adopted children, the blonde is Rosalie and the dark-haired is Emmett

I look at them for a moment before returning my attention to my food, but Jessica speaks again

Jessica: The one with short hair is Alice, she is weird, she goes with Jasper the blonde who seems to be suffering

I look up to see the people I met this morning, Alice looks at me with a smile, frowns before returning my attention to my food.

Bella: Who is he?

Jessica: it's Edward Cullen, it's beautiful, but nobody is enough for him, so don't try

I look at my twin with curiosity, do you like it? She quickly looks away from her food, embarrassed by my gaze. I chuckled before caressing his head affectionately

I was in an introduction to civil war class, the only class I don't have with my sister or any of my
friends. He sent me at the bottom and, to my misfortune, my partner is the blond one this morning. Luckily he said nothing, nor tried a conversation, but I could feel that he was constantly looking at me. Irritated, I turned my head to look at him and he was looking at me.

Anabella: What is your problem?

Jasper: ¿Excuse me?

Anabella: Stop looking at me, it's annoying

Jasper: I'm sorry, miss

I frowned upon hearing how he replied, Miss? Really? The boy looked away a little uncomfortably, sighed before returning my attention to class. For some reason the anger had vanished, I felt calm and relaxed. What's wrong with me?

When the bell rang indicating that I finish the class, I quickly grab my things and leave the room and especially away from that boy. I walk as fast as I can to go to the truck and wait for my twin. But I hit a person, who seemed to have hit me with a concrete wall, I fell to the ground. Dazed, I grab my head with my hand.

Edward: Sorry, are you alright?

I look up to see another Cullen, are they everywhere? The boy looked at me confused, trying to read me somehow, but he felt irritated.

In that I see Alice and Jasper walking towards our direction, I roll my eyes at the insistence of those two. What do you not understand that I don't want to be friends with them?

Jasper freezes looking at my arms where my tattoos were, I get nervous as they cover my scars, I quickly put on my jacket and get up without paying attention to the hand of Edward who wanted to help me, grab my backpack and get out of there.

I approach the truck and lean against it, while I close my eyes trying to calm my breathing, it is impossible to see the scars, but his face showed otherwise.

Walter: Are you okay, Swan?

I open my eyes and find Walter looking at me with concern on his face, sighing before smiling slightly.

Anabella: Yes, don't worry

The young man looked at me still with concern, but he quickly smiled at me before handing me a cigarette. I look for a moment considering it, but my twin grabs me by the arm dragging me behind her, while Bella looked at my serious friend.

Bella: She doesn't need that, go away

Walter: Okay, I see which of the two is the boring twin, see you Ana

He smiles at me before moving away towards his motorcycle

Bella: What are you thinking about?

He looked away at my sister who was looking at me angrily, I roll my eyes before getting into the truck followed by her.
Anabella: Forget it, nothing happened

Bella: Why did I stop you! What will Charlie say when he finds out?

Anabella: He won't say anything, because you'll keep your mouth shut sister

I look at her angry and she sighs, clench my fists more angry than ever, quickly grab my stuff and get out of the vehicle.

Bella: Where are you going?

Anabella: far from you

I move away from her, but she grabs me by the arm preventing me from moving. I turn my head as I look at her with my best hate face.

Bella: Go back to the truck.

Anabella: So can you keep judging me? Go Isabella

Bella: Ana

Anabella: I need some time to cool my head, I'll be back before nightfall

With an abrupt movement, I get rid of my sister's grip and start moving away from the institution. Not realizing that Alice and Jasper watched the situation from their cars.
New Hobby and Call

I started walking through Forks, exploring. It had been a few hours since I left school angry with my sister.

Rafael: Swan!

I turn my head and Rafael and Tamara were in a corner smoking next to their bikes, smiled and approached them before bumping my hands in greeting.

Tamara: Tell me, do you like fighting?

Anabella: What do you mean?

Rafael: Fights for fun and you get paid if you beat several opponents in a row

Anabella: Defend me, I could try

Rafael: Perfect, follow us

I get on Rafael's motorcycle and tangle my arms in his toned stomach so as not to fall, I could feel Tamara's gaze on my grip, turn my head and she looked at me with a mischievous smile for some reason and winks before start the motorcycle and leave followed by Rafa's motorcycle.

For some reason I thought I heard some grunts, but it must have been my imagination.

After a while, we headed towards an abandoned building almost outside Forks, you could see several people gathered and you could tell they were veterans for the injuries and how strong they were.

Man: Rafael, Tamara! What a surprise to see you so early. Who is the lady?

The man gives me an obscene smile, looking me up and down, almost making me vomit from his disgusting gaze, but hiding with a slight smile.

Rafael: Would you like to fight

Man: really? Well, but we are not responsible if something happens to you

Tamara: don't worry, she knows

The man gestures for us to follow him, we enter a kind of cage where there was dried blood on the floor, I looked around somewhat intimidated, but I was confident.

Rafael: Lucky Swan

Tamara: We will be supporting you

They leave the cage and stand behind me watching closely, in that I see a young man entering the cage.

When he sees me he starts laughing out loud, making me angry at his arrogant behavior.

I take off my jacket and like my backpack and put it on the side of the cage so it doesn't get in the
way, I paddle my shirt ready to kick his ass.

Man: Start!

Rival: Since you're new and a lady, I'll let you take the first hit

The boy approaches me and turns his head to hit him on the cheek, he chuckled before hitting him with great force making his head rotate more than he should and with a sound of a bone breaking, the man emits a Sound of pain before falling knocked to the ground.

Rafael: That's Anabella!

Tamara: You're great!

After that, I went through several battles until sunset and to my surprise, I won all. I had won $ 70 for my victories. The only thing that bothered me was that I felt an intense look on me all the time, but since I was surrounded by strangers, I didn't care. At the end of the fights back home on Rafael's motorcycle while Tamara followed us. When we arrived, my father's patrol car wasn't there, it was just my twin's truck.

Rafael: You're great Ana

Tamara: We hope to continue counting on you

I smile at them before bumping their hands in farewell.

When I enter the house, I hear Bella talking on the phone from our room. I sigh before drinking some water and go to my room completely ignoring my twin who was looking at me seriously. I leave things in my bed while grabbing what is necessary to take a relaxing shower after today's fights.

Bella: Yes mom, everything is fine

My sister kept talking to our mother, I quickly went to the bathroom to take a shower. My hand was somewhat swollen after the amount of blows I had given and a couple of bruises on my body, nothing serious. When I finish showering, Bella kept talking to our mother, I lie on my bed while I grab a magazine to entertain myself

Bella: Yes, Phil, it's fine.

I tense to hear his name, my breathing began to fail a little, but I managed to hide.

Bella: If I already pass it on, Phil wants to talk to you Ana

It takes me a while to react, but I sit down without saying anything and take the phone to put it in my ear

Anabella: Hi

Phil: Hello beautiful, how are you?

Surely my mother should be close to talk to me that way, I sigh before answering normally, trying to keep my voice from failing.

Anabella: Well, what about you?
Phil: Alright, how's school going? The first day?

Anabella: Well, I made new friends

Phil: I care so little, crap

I shivered at his change in attitude, but I hid in front of my twin who was looking at me with a slight smile.

Phil: Enjoy the freedom you have now, when you return, we will recover the lost time little idiot, now respond so you can cut the call in a damn time

Anabella: Okay, bye Phil

With that I quickly cut the call and handed her phone to my sister

Bella: Are you alright?

Anabella: What? Stop controlling me

Bella: Ana, you know I'm not looking for control, I just want you to be sure

I roll my eyes before lying on my bed, turning my back. She doesn't know shit, I know I shouldn't get mad at my twin, but there are times when it's very irritating.
The days passed and my twin began to join Edward Cullen, her brothers Alice and Jasper were still so insistent with wanting to talk to me and be with me, but I always reject their progress. I don't know they don't understand, they don't interest me

On the other hand, thanks to the fights, I made a lot of money, enough to buy me an apartment and live alone when I graduated, so I move away from everyone, especially Phil.

They told me that there are many people who are professionally engaged in these street fights and make a living from it. It is not a bad idea for my future, I fight well and those who control the fights are recognizing me.

I was on my way out of high school, but the Cullen blonde stops me, looking angry at me and now what did I do? They are the ones that bother.

Anabella What do you want?

Rosalie: Stop making my brothers feel bad

Anabella: Excuse me? They are the ones who harass me, they should stop bothering me

Rosalie: You're stupid, I don't understand how you can be her partner

Anabella: I don't know what the fuck you are talking about, but stay away from my Cullen

Rosalie: Are you challenging me?

The blonde gets close to me, although she is a little taller than me, does not intimidate me at all, I approach in the same way and keep her eyes threatening.

A hand rests on my chest and gently pulls me back, I turn my head and see the pixie look at me with a slight smile and the blond behind her watching me.

Bella: Anabella!

My sister runs to us followed by Edward, I roll my eyes as I abruptly remove the hand of the girl who was on my stomach. She walks away and stands next to Jasper while looking slightly down.

Rosalie: That's what I mean!

Edward: Rosalie

The boy puts a hand on the shoulder of the blonde, who was still looking at me with hate, after a few seconds she walks away even more angry.

Bella: What's up Ana? You know you shouldn't cause problems

Anabella: I don't do it but your Cullen friends are insistent, especially those two

I point to the two people who had pain on their faces for some reason, I could hear a growl from Edward, but decided to ignore it.

Anabella: They'll stop stalking me
Bella: They don't harass you, they just want to be friendly

Anabella: Let them be with you, they leave me alone

With that I leave without paying attention to the cry of my twin, in the parking lot I saw the Blonde looking at me with hate next to a big boy who looked at me without expression but it showed that I was worried.

I roll my eyes before getting on Walter's motorcycle, who was waiting for me with a smile. Together with my friends who were with their bikes, with that we go to continue with the fights.

I was in the woods practicing for a fight I had at night, when a man of pale complexion, red eyes and short brown hair with blond flashes. He is coming towards me. I get tense and quickly put myself in combat position, the man kept watching with adoration? love?

Demetri: My name is Demetri. Who are you?

Anabella: Why should I tell my name to a stranger who doesn't stop looking at me disturbingly?

Demetri: I apologize, I didn't want to scare her

I look at him a few moments before grabbing my things, to leave, but the man appears in front of me quickly, I get scared and try to hit him by reflex, but he grabs my hand quickly preventing him.

Demetri: Sorry for my lack of manners, I just want to know your name, miss

Miss? Lack of manners? Where does he come from? It seems he was educated years ago.

His hand was freezing but it didn't bother me, it was almost relaxing. I'm thinking? He is a stranger who can kill me at any time

Anabella: If I tell you my name, will you let me go?

Demetri: Yes Miss

Anabella: My name is Anabella Swan

The man looks at me with a slight smile, making a shiver run through me, but I quickly get out of his grip that had loosened and move away as quickly as possible from that man.

After them nothing else happened, luckily. It was time for combat and I was ready waiting for my opponent inside the cage.

I was looking at the floor concentrating, but upon hearing a gasp I quickly looked up and observed a tall man with a white complexion, with a muscular body with red eyes just like the guy this morning. In the same way he looked at me with adoration and love?

But I shake my head quickly, to focus on the battle against this man.

Man: Alright, start!

Quickly without letting me be intimidated by the tall man, I run towards him. The man did not move from the place, irritated at the boy's behavior, jumped off the floor and hit him on the cheek. But the man quickly puts a hand preventing him and protecting himself.
I frown upon hearing my name, take out my hand and try again with my other hand, but the result was the same. I walk away as fast as I can from him and watch him.

The man was calm and kept watching me closely. With the same feelings of that boy named Demetri, but it was also the look that those two Cullen had. What's wrong with them?

Spectator: I knew a woman was too much, they should take her out before Felix killed her

Spectator 2: Anabella was just a show, watch her move so agilely

Spectator 3: Women don't work

Quickly the murmurs of these men are silent, he looked up and my opponent looked at the spectators angrily.

The man in front of me, looks away from the spectators and focuses on me, softening his face to one of tranquility of absolute adoration.

I clench my fists in anger, how can I lose with this man? My effort so far has not helped. My anger grew and for some reason my eyes burned, but there were no traces of crying.

Felix: What?

I look up from the ground at my rival, the man recoils a little for some reason, he seemed intimidated by my gaze. Which was fascinating, he smiled arrogantly before running towards him.

My speed was higher for some reason, Felix was amazed and I started throwing several blows to the face, the man skied them, but it was obvious that it was costing him.

I don't know what changed in the battle, but it showed that things were in my favor.

In a carelessness of the man in front of me, I manage to hit him making him fall to the ground violently, my hand hurt, but my anger grew for some reason.

Anabella: Get up, this is not over yet

I put myself in combat position waiting for the man to get up. He kept looking at me with the same feelings, but out of nowhere he appears behind me, surprising me and a strong blow to my neck makes my eyelids feel heavy, I was falling to the ground, but strong and protective arms surround me affectionately preventing me I fell to the ground Before I passed out I look at Felix who was holding me, he smiles at me before closing his eyes.

I open my eyes stunned and sore where the man had hit me. I quickly straightened up realizing that I was on a stretcher, where those who lost were taken. I clench my fists in anger. I lost to that man. In that, Felix approaches me with a smile, frowns as he approaches.

Anabella: What are you going to show off your victory?

Felix: Actually, the victory was yours

Anabella: What?
Felix: It's the first time someone hit me that way, therefore, it's a victory of yours

The man extends his hand with an amount of money, which corresponds to who will win the battle.

Anabella: But, it's your money

Felix: I really feel like I lost, you deserve it

His words showed no signs of being lying and he knew that his feelings were authentic, something nervous accepted the money from the battle.

Demetri: Felix

I look up from the red eyes of the man and detected the boy this morning approaching, seeing me his face softened, making my heart quickly late for some reason.

Demetri: Nice to see you again, Anabella

Felix: Did they meet?

Anabella: This morning, it was kind of weird

Demetri: I apologize

Anabella: Okay, I should go

For some reason in saying that, his gestures were sad. My heart felt bad to see them that way, I sigh in defeat before looking at them.

Anabella: But if you want, I give you my number and we talk

Some smiles appeared on their faces before my proposal, once I give them my number I dismiss them, but they grab my hands and bring it to their lips before giving it a soft kiss.

Demetri: Goodbye Miss

Felix: See you beautiful

For some reason I did not react badly this time to the nicknames they had given me, my heart beat faster making me nervous. I'm leaving quickly

What's up with me
Approach with the Cullens

Things continued normally, the only thing that changed was that I talked more with the men Demetri and Felix who were currently in Italy.

Regarding Alice and Jasper, I still wasn't sure how to feel about them, I stopped being so defensive with them, but I didn't quite trust them.

My twin on the other hand seemed fascinated by Cullen, which made me a little stressed, but let my sister make her life, if she lets me do mine.

I was sitting in my usual place in the civil war introduction class, finishing a job that was for today, but with the fights I had not had enough time.

Jasper: Do you need help?

I look at blond Cullen, my tablemate, looking at me intensely as he always does. For some reason he always seems sore and stressed, but when he is with his girlfriend or with me he seems more relaxed than ever.

I doubt a little in resorting to his help, but I knew he was one of the best in the class, so I accepted his help. He smiled slightly before helping me with work before class started.

Anabella: It's the only class I'm at risk of going back to, if I approve the job, I owe it to you Cullen

Jasper: You don't have to Swan

I look at him while raising an eyebrow, while watching his face carefully, had he always been this handsome? I'm thinking?

..............................................

The Push was on the beach, with my friends while they were surfing, I sat watching them, after I tried several times without results.

Jacob: Anabella?

He looked away from my friends to see Jake approach along with two friends behind him, they smile at me when they see me

Anabella: Hi

Quil: So, are you the twin motorcyclist with tattoos and who smokes?

I chuckled before seeing the boy who was talking to me

Anabella: If I already have that fame, what awaits me will be better

Embry: haha.. I like you

Jacob: Yes, but don't overwhelm her very much, she knows how to fight and could beat them quickly

Quil: Oh? Really?
Embry: I would like to see it

Anabella: No problem for me

Jacob: I warned you

The boy named Embry quickly tries to get up with a tackle, but I dodge it without problems as I set foot in his path so that he falls facing the sand.

Quil: OOOH !!!

Jacob: Great

Anabella: Very easy, you should train more

Embry even in the sand makes fun of me at my words and tries to knock me down again, but again ends against the sand.

Walter: It will be better if you stop or the little dignity you have left will go away

Jacob: Who are you?

Anabella: A friend of mine

They both shake hands, but for some reason, Jacob and his friends were somewhat tense in Walter's presence.

Jacob: It was nice to see you

Quil: A pleasure

Embry: I'll beat you

With that the three leave, I watch them go away a little confused before returning the attention to my friend who looked at them with an arrogant smile.

Anabella: Is something happening?

Walter: Nothing, let's keep surfing

I nod before going with him to the sea

..............................................

Today the notes of the work of introduction to the civil war were delivered, I was nervous, I will not lie.

When I see my name on the list of students next to the classroom, my heart almost goes out of how excited I was.

Annabella Luz Swan: 8.50 (Eight Fifty)

I let out a sigh of relief, before I left where Jasper was with Alice walking next to Bella and Edward.

The two of them when they saw me smile warmly, while my sister and Edward seemed surprised at my presence.
Anabella: Can I talk to you Jasper?

The blond looked at me confused, but nods before speaking to me again

Jasper: Can Alice come?

I raise my eyebrows in confusion, I didn't understand why Alice had to come with him, but I had no problems, it wasn't something you couldn't say in front of the rest I nod as they followed me away from Edward and Bella.

Anabella: Today the introductory notes to the civil war came out

Alice: And you approved

I look a few seconds at the pixie who gave me a radiant smile, again I felt a warm sensation. Seriously, what's wrong with me? This is already worrying.

Anabella: Yes, that's why Jasper wanted to compensate you

Jasper: It's not necessary, miss.

For some reason, it didn't bother me that he called me that way, he reassured me.

Anabella: Yes, you saved me from recursing the subject

Alice: Why don't you spend the day with us and our brothers?

Anabella: I think it's a terrible idea

Alice: Why?

Anabella: I don't get along very well with the blonde

Jasper: Don't worry about it.

Alice: Rosalie won't cause a fuss

Anabella: I'll try to be friendly with her

Alice: Perfect! After school

With that I condemn the Cullen family. I became friends with one of them while my sister confessed to me that she was Edward's girlfriend, therefore, with more reason I should get along with them or at least try.

They also confessed to me that they were vampires, at first I thought it was a joke in bad taste, but they soon showed me otherwise. For some reason I was not afraid of them, I felt safe with them, especially with Alice and Jasper

Our father was happy to see me not so often with my friends that neither my father nor my twin liked his company, but it was my decision to be with will.

The Cullens had invited us with my sister to a baseball game, where vampires would play.
Baseball and problems

I was watching TV, a horrible program but since there was nothing, I saw it.

Bella gave our father a beer while he cleaned his shotgun. My twin was a little nervous as I would tell her that I was going out with Edward on a date.

Bella: I have an appointment with Edward Cullen

Charlie: A date? With Edward? Isn't it too big for you?

Bella: No, we are in the same class, I thought you liked the Cullens

Charlie: Yes, but you didn't have a boyfriend

In that I see Edward by the window waiting at the door, surely listening to what was happening, I roll my eyes before getting up and telling my twin.

Bella: He's out, wants to meet you officially

Charlie: Outside? Agree that between

With an agile movement, our father arms the shotgun. I laugh out loud while my sister hits me on the arm for my reaction.

Bella: be nice, he is important

Our father makes a sign in his head that he would be an angel, he chuckled, earning me another killer look from my twin, I put my hands in surrender.

Seconds later, Bella entered with Edward following her, both appeared and the tension could be felt.

Edward: Bella and Ana won't be late, they'll just play baseball with my family

Charlie: Wait ... Are you going too?

He looked at me in amazement, I rolled my eyes, nodding my head, a smile appears on our father's face.

Charlie: Then it wouldn't be a date ... at all

Bella: Dad!

Both Edward and I endured laughter.

Charlie: But wait ... Baseball? Bella playing baseball?

Edward: That's right sir

Charlie: Well, good luck with that

Edward: I'll take care of them sir, I promise

With that we were leaving, but our father stops us while he beckons us to know if we had the
pepper spray he had given us a few months ago due to the murder events that were happening.

I shake my head before laughing out loud and showing her the spray in my backpack, while Bella seemed more uncomfortable, probably because Edward could hear the conversation.

..................................................

When we reached the field where the Cullens would play. Alice and Jasper appear next to me with an affectionate smile. I had already got used to his friendly feelings towards me but it didn't mean that I felt completely comfortable with it.

Esme: Come with me Bella

The woman takes Bella while talking to her. I look confused before looking back at the Cullens in front of me

Anabella: What?

Emmett: You will play with us

I am incredulous with what you just said, are you crazy?

Anabella: I don't want to be brutally humiliated, thanks

Alice: I had an excellent vision and you will play, it's more you will play for our team

Anabella: Alice, they're vampires

Alice: And?

Anabella: Do you need me to tell you with a hundred times faster and stronger than a human?

Carlisle: There will be some rules, when it's your turn to hit

Emmett: Basically, we will contain ourselves a little, but only a little, according to Alice's vision you are very strong

Anabella: Strong? Against several vampires?

Alice: You'll be fine, trust me

She takes my hand and squeezes it slightly trying to show her support for me, sighing in defeat before nodding her head. The pixie jumps with happiness before hugging me and surprising me and tense me at his touch. She realizes she walks away and gets next to Jasper who looked at me curious and worried about my feelings.

Alice: I'm sorry

Anabella: Don't worry

That started the game, they were all very agile, I didn't understand how I could match them.

When it was my turn to hit, Alice would smile at me before throwing the little ball at me, not as fast as she did a few moments with her family, but fast enough for an average human.

For some reason my eyes saw the ball approaching in slow motion and without problems hitting it
with the bat, the ball is sent away while Edward and Emmett ran for it. I run quickly until to my surprise I make a home run.

Soon Edward and Emmett arrive incredulous with what just happened, it was the same way

Anabella: Did you let me do the home run?

Emmett: Not at all, you did it alone

Alice: I told you!

Bella: But how?

Carlisle: Apparently you have gifts, which have not yet been developed

Bella: Gifts?

Edward: As Alice reads the future, Jasper controls emotions and I read minds

Esme: It's awesome

Everyone looks at me making me feel uncomfortable at everyone's attention on me.

Anabella: Stop looking at me, you make me nervous

They laugh at my comment except for the blonde who looked at me would be as usual. The game continued normally and I felt more confident knowing that I could play at the same level as the Cullens or almost.

Alice: Stop!

All the Cullens looked toward the forest before they all gathered together with us with worried faces.

Jasper and Alice were quickly by my side, holding me protectively. What happens?

Edward: Let's go

Carlisle: It's too late

Edward: Let your hair down

My twin does what they say, but apparently it didn't work, Rosalie

Rosalie: Your twin for some reason smells like Alice and Jasper

Carlisle: The link is impressive

I look at you confused Link? Do I smell Jasper and Alice? But before I can ask something they walk towards the center of the field.

Edward: Stay behind me and don't talk

Alice and Jasper squeeze my hands before walking away and walking along with the rest of their family towards the center of the field.

My twin grabs my hand as we walk behind Edward.
Three vampires with intimidating aspects come out of the forest, but don't let them scare me.

One of the dark-skinned men had the ball we were playing with, he smiles before throwing it at Carlisle who grabs it without problems and smiles at him.

Carlisle: Thank you

Laurent: My name is Laurent, they are Victoria and James

Carlisle: I'm Carlisle, this is my family, Esme, Rosalie, Jasper, Bella, Edward, Emmett, Alice and Ana

Laurent: Hi

Carlisle: Their hunting activities are causing us difficulties

Laurent: We apologize, we did not know that this territory belonged to your family

Carlisle: Yes, our permanent residence is very close

Laurent: Really? Well, we won't cause them problems anymore

Victoria: Humans were tracking us, but we lead you east, you will be safe

Carlisle: Excellent

Laurent: So ... wouldn't you like to have three more players?

Carlisle: Sure some were already leaving, they can take their place, we hit first

Carlisle throws the ball towards them and Victoria grabs it smoothly, while putting a face of arrogance on her face.

Victoria: My specialty is curved balls

Jasper: Well I think we can with that

Laurent applauds excitedly like some of the Cullens, but James looked at my twin with intensity. We were about to leave, but out of nowhere Jasmes looks hungry at my sister and smiles arrogantly.

James: Share that girl!

Edward pushes Bella towards me, while Esme stands in front of us protecting us. The rest of the Cullens growl at the three vampires.

Laurent: I see that this game is over, we will leave

They both started to walk away, but James kept looking at Bella with a desire to kill her, but Edward growled louder.

Laurent: James let's go!

With that the blond left reluctantly leaves with his companions. We quickly got into the Jeep where we came and left with Edward.

Bella: Will he be after me now?!!
Edward: I read his mind, the reaction I had provoked him, we will have to kill him, dismember him and burn the pieces

Anabella: Where are we going?

Edward: Away from Forks
I stay a few seconds assimilating what Edward said. Until in my face I reflect the anger I was about to unleash on him.

Anabella: Of course not!

Bella: What about our dad?

Edward: It doesn't matter! Let me get you out of here first Yes?

Anabella: No, it will kill him!!

Bella: Because of me!

Edward: Let me get you out of Forks!

Angry leap forward grabbing the steering wheel and fighting with the vampire for control of the vehicle, my gift had to balance our strength as it kept him fighting for the steering wheel.

Bella: Stop fighting! We must think of a plan to lose track of us!

.............................................

We devised a plan in which we would leave our father and supposedly return with our mother, even knowing that it was all a lie the idea of returning to Phil was ill, but I managed to hide to carry out the plan successfully.

Our father let us go, but you could tell he was hurt and broken by our departure, he wanted to live with his daughters.

I was in with my twin in her van heading for the Cullens' house, Emmett was in the back of the truck watching while Alice and Jasper in a black car behind the truck.

Edward was driving while my sister was on my lap and we both looked at the window thinking about what would happen.

.............................................

We were in a hotel with my twin, Alice and Jasper. While the rest distracted James. A few hours passed and Edward contacted Bella to tell him that they had lost the tracker and that he would protect Bella. Alice and Jasper wanted to take me somewhere far to protect me, for some reason, besides being my friends, they seemed very upset about losing me. After that, Alice and Jasper left the room to talk to the hotel manager to plan our stay. My sister receives a home visit, but it turned out to be James who had our mother and without much thought we went from the hotel to the place where the vampire told her Bella

Tried to keep me from being, but since I'm as stubborn as she, I can't convince myself.

We arrive at the right place and enter carefully. Out of nowhere a cry from our mother alarmed us and we ran towards the origin of the voice, but it turned out to be a recording.

James: You're very stubborn, you even brought me a second snack
The man looked at me with an arrogant smile as he watched my body, causing a chill from his horrible gaze.

He approaches Bella as he strokes her cheek before putting her against the wall, swallowed nervously, I knew I couldn't help her, he was faster, I had to wait for my moment to attack him. I just hope my gift is enough

Bella: It's not even here

James: I'm sorry, but you made it too easy, so to make things more fun, film our moments together.

He was still smiling arrogantly before stroking Bella on the cheek and taking out a camera to record us both.

James: Oh, how beautiful, this is going to break Edward's little heart.

Bella: Edward has nothing to do with this!

The blond irritated by my twin's behavior, pushes her back while still watching her like a predator would. In that I see Bella hold the spray that our father had given us at the time, I open my eyes in amazement.

Anabella: Bella, no!

She ignores me and sprays the spray on the man's face before running towards me, but James was faster and the spray did nothing, pushed Bella roughly to the mirrors causing them to break and she was injured. I gasp when I see her in that state and James gets on her so she can bite her, without thinking much I run towards them and push James.

The vampire falls nimbly a little away from us, while he looked at me in amazement, but did not take his face from absolute arrogance.

My eyes burned like when I fought Felix, I could see James running towards me in slow motion, blinked in amazement before dodging it.

James: What?

The blond vampire wanted to hit me again, but I dodge again, the most irritated man runs to my twin. Alarmed I grab a piece of glass and throw it, my aim was a hundred times better than usual. The glass was stuck in James's right eye.

The man screams in pain before seeing me with more anger than I was, he runs back to me but this time he manages to hit and hit me against the wooden floor causing me to gasp for the pain I felt and the floor broke into a thousand pieces for him. Hard hit.

James: I must admit, I'm surprised girl

He straddles mine, while still trying to recover from the blow, my head was spinning and the pain was strong. The man grabs my neck tightly, causing me to slowly begin to stop breathing.

In that James flies out thanks to Edward who appears and looks at Bella worried before looking at me with the same concern. Before growling in anger at James, but the blond grabs Edward by the neck against a wall.

I gasp for air while trying to straighten up, but without much success
James: I see you're alone

The blond bangs the young man's head against the glass of a mirror while still grabbing him by the neck.

Bella was trying to get up, but she had several cuts through the glass and it had been impossible. I look at her with concern and try to get up again with enough effort.

James: Maybe you are the fastest, but not the strongest

Edward: Enough to kill you

My speed had improved dramatically as well as my strength and I hit James flying him against a wall. Edward looks at me with a smile before quickly grabbing me as well as Bella to leave, but James grabs the boy's leg and throws him away causing us both to fall to the ground, quickly in the air I straighten up and grab my sister saving her from falling violently to the ground.

The blond vampire hits me on the cheek causing my face to turn one direction, but I didn't move from the place, a red thread of blood was coming out of my lip and a sharp pain in my face invaded me, but it wasn't going to leave me sister.

My eyes burned again and for a moment I watched in terror at James, I was about to attack him again, but my head began to hurt too much, to the point that I could not move.

The vampire smiles before biting Bella on the arm, my twin screams in agony, but the man kept biting, altered I forced myself to move and extended my hand placing it on the vampire's neck and began to squeeze with great force.

My fingers ached from the force I exerted on the vampire, but little by little it began to look like it was breaking his face.

But out of nowhere they grabbed me from behind while James was hit by Emmett and Jasper, turned my head and watched Alice looking at me with concern.

Anabella: Alice

My sister's scream made me look at her, she was dying and screaming a lot. Carlisle examined her while Edward was looking worried.

I tried to go to them, but my energies went away and my vision began to blur, Alice placed me against her chest protectively as she stroked my head. Jasper appears next to her looking with a slight smile.

Jasper: You did very well

Alice: Rest

They both looked at me with adoration, sighed in exhaustion and finally closed my eyes.
Awake in pain on a sofa in a hospital room, next to me was my mother who, seeing me awake, smiles affectionately, I also observed Edward "asleep" in a chair near a stretcher where my twin was sleeping.

Renée: My girl, how are you?

Anabella: What happened?

I straighten up while I take one side of my head in pain, she makes me a slight smile before stroking my back

Renée: Your sister had an accident and you saved her, but you were beaten in the process

I squint, realizing that it was one of the Cullens lies to go unnoticed.

Anabella: How is Bella?

Renée: She's fine, wake up soon

I nod before getting up and approaching to see her unconscious, I don't know what Carlisle will have done, but I owe her.

Renée: My girl, you should go for a walk and get some air

I give him a slight smile before accepting and leaving to get some air. Stroll around the hospital for a while until one hand rests heavily on the shoulder. I tense when I realize who it was.

Phil: Hi Daughter, how are you?

He was acting because there were people near us, my breathing was failing and I tried to do my best to calm down. Phil squeezes his grip harder on me shoulder making him wince. I knew what I expected if this continued, I'm terrified

Jasper: Anabella

I turn my head to see Alice and Jasper looking at me with their usual gestures, but you could tell they knew what was happening, but Phil is such an idiot that I wouldn't notice.

Phil: Your friends?

I nod at the taut wall at his somewhat violent touch on my shoulder

Phil: Alright, I'll leave you alone

His hand rests on my cheek causing me to open my eyes in pure terror, I could see the faces of the two Cullen getting angry, but quickly change to see that my stepfather leaves.

I stay frozen in the place where my breathing normalizes, they both approach cautiously towards me since they didn't know how to react.

Regardless of anything, I put my face on Alice's chest as I cry inconsolably, the pixie's hands quickly surround me while Jasper lightly kissed me on the head. They are very good, they are my
friends ... They are?

I was with Alice and Jasper in my house talking and watching TV, while Charlie appreciates how amazed I joined the Cullens without Bella getting involved.

The moment someone knocks on the door and I see Alice and Jasper grimacing, I raise a confused eyebrow. Charlie gets a little serious before looking at me.

Charlie: your friend Walter came to see you

I nod before getting up and approaching the door, when the boy sees me, he smiles warmly and hugs me.

Walter: I discovered what happened. You're good?

Anabella: Yes, luckily I was able to arrive on time before my sister was more injured.

Walter: Are you going to save lives now?

I roll my eyes before hitting him on the shoulder, he laughs before looking me in the eye.

Walter: Before forgetting that Rafael and Tamara sent you greetings, they were busy with ...

He hesitates to say it since my father was surely listening, just like Alice and Jasper, and he leans close to my face, making me nervous to finally whisper hate.

Walter: fights

Anabella: Well, say thanks when you see them

Walter: I will do that and there is something else

The boy smiles at me before talking to me again.

Walter: Do you want to go to the dance with me?

I look at him incredulously for a few seconds for what he just said, but he smiled back before answering.

Anabella: of course

Walter: Great

After a few more seconds, he says goodbye by kissing me on the cheek near my lips, surprising me, but I don't dislike him at all.

When I return to the sofa where the two Cullen were waiting for me, they both had sad expressions for some reason.

Alice: I didn't see it

Anabella: What?

Both deny before watching television together again. What is your problem?
Dance and jealousy

I had spent more time with the Cullens than with my friends, more than anything to help me control my gifts that apparently were several, but I would have to find out. The day of the dance arrived and Walter took me as he told me in his day. Rafael and Tamara had also gone, all three were equally handsome and sexy.

Tamara: Wow Swan! You look beautiful

Rafael: And hot

He winks at me, I roll my eyes as I tangle my arm with Walter's before going to dance with him. Occasionally I danced with Rafa or Tamara. But most of the time it was with Walter.

A couple of hours passed and we went out so he could smoke while Rafael and Tamara kept dancing.

We leaned against a corner of the school where nobody saw us and he started smoking.

Walter: Do you want to?

He gives me a cigarette, I doubt a few moments before nodding my head and taking it. Take a lighter out of your pocket and turn it on for me.

I'm not going to lie, it wasn't the first time I smoked, but I tried to quit because Charlie was very picky about me because of my history of problems, compared to my twin's saint.

Walter: I haven't seen you fighting lately. Did something happen?

Anabella: No, I just haven't had time, but I'll be back

Walter: Surely you will beat everyone

I chuckled before looking at the night sky, looking at the stars.

Walter extinguishes the cigarette he had before looking at me with a warm smile.

Anabella: What?

Walter: Nothing, I just thought you were beautiful and you're not afraid of anything

I look at him for a moment, assimilating what he just said, I chuckled before looking at the night sky. If only I knew that the only thing I fear is my stepfather.

Anabella: What is the point of your compliments?

Walter: I can have my moments

He winks at me before he faces me and puts his hands around my head and puts me against the wall. I roll my eyes before bringing the cigar to my lips and throwing smoke in my face.

Walter: Ha ha

Anabella: You deserved it, you're being very daring.
Walter: I can be worse

His hands rest on my waist while his knee is between my legs, I look at him with an arched eyebrow while looking into his eyes.

Walter: I didn't lie when I said you were beautiful Swan

His words were firm and there was no sign that he was lying on his face. We were seeing each other for a few moments before Walter began to bow down looking for my lips.

I doubt a few seconds, but I knew that I would not mind losing my first kiss with him, I would not wait for the love of my life as my twin, I know that these things do not exist, besides that Walter is not a bad boy.

But my thoughts and Walter's approach stop when I hear very loud and aggressive grunts. Out of nowhere, Walter was struck against a wall while someone puts an arm through my stomach and puts me on my back against a stone chest.

Blinking trying to process what was happening, Felix held an unconscious Walter against the wall and showed that he was very angry for some reason. I try to get out of the arm that grabs me, but without results, I turn my head to see Demetri holding me, but his gaze was on my unconscious friend.

Felix: you deserve it human

The man was about to hit poor Walter again, he knew he would not live if he let him hit him.

Anabella: Felix for!

To my surprise the vampire stops inches from Walter's face, he seemed confused and tried to hit him again, but without results.

Demetri: What's wrong with you?

Felix: I can't hit him

Both look at me intensely, Demetri releases me as the two men stand in front of me while they continue with their intense gaze.

He looked away at Walter who was unconscious on the floor, sighing in relief before looking back at the two men

Anabella: Can you tell what the fuck they are doing?

Demetri: We couldn't let him kiss you

Felix: just thinking about it, I want to kill him

Anabella: Why are you interested in knowing who I'm kissing with? Its my desicion

Demetri: no

Felix: you can't

I look at them more confused than before, what are they talking about? What the hell is wrong with vampires?
Demetri: Your gift is very strong.

Anabella: What do you mean?

Felix: you stopped me with your voice, I can't hit the human

I look at them thinking about what they said, I was about to tell them something, but I feel that two people look at me, I turn around quickly and there were two vampires, twins? Looking at me carefully with my mouth slightly open

Does the same thing happen again?
Those two kept watching me, examining me like I was the most beautiful person on the planet. I look away from those vampires since I felt uncomfortable. The twin boy approaches cautiously towards me, not wanting to scare me. I look at him for a few seconds, he had a smile as he looked at me.

Alec: Hello, my name is Alec. Are you?

This is like a deja vu, I look at Demetri for a few seconds, who had a slight smile, probably remembering how we met in the forest.

I turn my attention to the boy in front of me, the other girl was behind him, looking at me with his red eyes, as if he didn't know what to do.

Anabella: my name is Anabella

The boy smiles when he knows my name while the girl behind him still looks at me without having any expression.

Alec: she's my twin Jane

Alec gestures towards his sister, who looks at him a few seconds before turning his attention to me.

Anabella: hello

She still didn't answer me, seemed to be in a state of shock or something, blinked confused before returning my attention to Demetri and Felix.

Anabella: This seems too strange to me, I should go

You can hear a growl from the blonde girl, but I didn't care. What's wrong with her?

I approach the Walter who was still knocked out while I think about how to take him inside where Rafael and Tamara were so he doesn't look suspicious and also think of a coherent story of how he ended up in that state.

Felix: don't go, stay with us for a while

Demetri: If it's not too much trouble Miss

I sigh at the insistence of these men, since I met them they have been like that with me. I look at them for a few seconds thinking if it was a good idea.

Alec: We can help you later with that boy, if you stay talking with us for a while

Look at the boy you just met, it was not a bad idea, they were stronger and could take Walter without problems, and using my gifts made me very tired.

Anabella: It's alright

Vampires smile, even the girl who just watched me attentively smiles slightly.

They spent a couple of hours talking with them, they were nice. Felix was flirtatious, Demetri
didn't talk much but when he did it he was very nice, Alec is very calm and confident and Jane… well I can't say anything about her, she hasn't said anything in these hours.

Alec: Did you forget how to talk sister?

The girl looked at him seriously before returning her sight on me, she doubts a few seconds before speaking to me.

Jane: You look very pretty with that dress

Blinking assimilating what he said, I chuckled before smiling warmly. Which was very rare in me with people I just met.

Anabella: Thank you

I could see a slight tremor in her. Okay?

Jane: We should go

The men complained except for Alec who immediately disappears from my sight.

Jane: Now!

His firm and determined voice surprises me, he looked at her with a slight smile on my face. I like your character
She looks at me a few seconds before turning around and returning to the forest.

That's where Alec appears and stands by my side before kissing me in the palm of my hand.

Alec: Your friend is in the bathrooms, it will seem that I take more

Anabella: Thank you Alec.

A smile appears on the young man's face before going to the forest where his sister was waiting. Demetri, Felix say goodbye with a kiss on the palm of my hands before leaving.

I sigh before looking at the night sky, what did I get into?
Ragged birthday

Rafael and Tamara did not stop mocking Walter for what happened on the night of the dance, the poor man did not remember anything, while I backed the story that Alec made.
I was in my usual place at lunchtime, they kept mocking Walter who rolled his eyes.

Tamara: Putting aside your little night, what do you want for a birthday gift Swan?

Anabella: My birthday?

Rafael: Really Swan?

Walter You forget your birthday, really?

I chuckled at the astonishment of my friends, it is true that there is little left for our birthday, with everything that had happened I had completely forgotten.

Tamara: And what do you want as a gift?

Anabella: Does anyone accompany me to pierce my belly button?

Rafael: You don't want anything else?

I shake my head, they look at me before sighing and nodding at my request, I laugh at their reactions before returning my attention to food.

I was about to leave high school, but Alice tangled her arm with mine and guided me to where her family and Bella were.

Anabella: Alice

She smiles at me with her typical smile and puts me next to Jasper who smiles at me when she sees me.

Bella: What is this all about?

Edward: Alice wants to know that we can give them

I laugh at the knowledge of my twin's reaction to the idea of giving her things and celebrating our birthday

Bella: Guys ...

Anabella: I know how this will end, so I leave before the storm breaks that I always hear. See you!

With that I run away from that situation, listening to Emmett and Alice's laughter.

I was half asleep but I knew that I should not go back to sleep because in a few hours I would have to get up for high school and had to prepare.
I see my twin sleeping sideways, but seemed to have a nightmare and gasps a little before waking
up, I look at her still lying down. I was about to tell him something, but they knock on the door and our father comes in with some presents.

Charlie: Happy birthday

My twin rolls her eyes while looking at our parents, while I smiled at her to see gifts. As I said it was very different from Bella despite being twins.

Charlie: Well my gift isn't wrapped so it doesn't count

Our father gives him a camera with a pink ribbon as a gift and he gives me money. I look curiously before seeing him in the eyes demonstrating my curiosity.

Charlie: I know a long time ago you wanted to do another piercing, but nothing strange like appearing with a pierced tongue or nose.

I nod, I already knew what I would pay for the navel piercing.

Charlie: This gift is for you two from your mother.

He gives a gift to my twin, she looks at me and gestures for me to feel by her side. Then we proceed to open it and it was a photo album.

Charlie: Is it for you to put pictures of your last year, your last year? When did my girls grow up so fast?

Bella: what do you say? We are not that big

Charlie: I don't know

Anabella: Is that a cane?

My twin makes a face of terror before running to the mirror and examining herself, with our father we laugh and then hit the five.

Bella: ha ha, how funny

After that we prepare for the institute, but I stop doing it when I see messages on my cell phone.

Demetri: Happy birthday to a beautiful lady

Felix: Hello beautiful, have a beautiful birthday

Alec: happy birthday, have a nice day

Jane: happy birthday

A smile appears on my face when I see their congratulatory messages, I was surprised that Jane wrote to me, I liked it, but she is not very determined to show her feelings and less to congratulate me for something. But it felt great to read his regards.

............................................

After that we went to the institute and together with Edward we congratulate each other inside the institution.
Alice: Ana, Bella!

The pixie skips a ladder skilfully and approaches us with his typical smile and hugs us affectionately. In this time I was with Cullen I got used to affection, but I didn't feel comfortable at all ... not yet.

Alice: Happy birthday!

Bella: Shh!

The girl shrugs at the request for silence from my twin, while still smiling. Then he gives each one a gift.

Bella: Alice, we said no gifts

Anabella: Thank you

Alice: I saw them opening them and they loved them

I roll my eyes playfully before looking at the blond Cullen who was looking at me with a warm smile. I smile back a little, sideways I could see Alice smile while watching her look at her boyfriend.

That's weird…. Too much, a normal person would get angry if her boyfriend and her friend were seeing each other too much ... Or maybe I'm exaggerating.

Alice: They'll use it tonight at my house

Bella makes a face of suffering as I endure the laughter of my twin's reaction.

Alice: Yes? Please! We had fun

In that I see Jasper look at my sister and out of nowhere I felt that the tension of my twin disappeared.

Bella: It's alright

Alice jumps with happiness, I was about to tell her something, but out of nowhere arms around my waist and lift me off the floor.

Rafael: Happy birthday midget

Even in the air held by his arms I am attracted to his body for a hug, while Tamara and Walter smile at me. When I got off I could see the faces of Alice and Jasper who were not very happy and seemed to be holding a growl.

Walter: Hello beautiful happy birthday

I roll my eyes and Tamara grabs my hand before taking me to the next class followed by our friends.

This time, thanks to my hearing that had improved thanks to the fact that I was slowly controlling my gifts, I probably heard growls from Alice and Jasper.

Today there was a class of Romeo and Juliet that we had to go to. The class happened normally while trying not to fall asleep about it. My twin looked at me as a warning to pay attention, I rolled my eyes as I leaned on Walter, who with a smile tangles an arm around my neck to make me feel
more comfortable.

After that, I went with my friends on their motorcycles to do the navel piercing as we had promised, Tamara decided to join to become one, but I wanted to become the tongue, in my case I was not yet prepared for that. Probably when I live alone

I spent the day with my friends all day, but at night together with my twin we went to the Cullens' house for the party that Alice organized for us.

She was too happy and hyperactive, always is, but today she was more than usual. Emmett gave me a video game that I was waiting for a long time, Rosalie forced by Alice gave me a necklace, Carlisle and Esme a sketchbook since one of my hobbies was to draw.

My twin was opening her last gift from Carlisle and Esme, but she ends up cutting her finger slightly.

Bella: Cut me a little

In that I feel Jasper upset and quickly moves towards my sister, Edward pushes her protecting her and Alice gets in the way trying to control him.

Alice: Jazz is just a little drop of ... blood

My sister was hurt, bad, Edward trying to protect her from Jasper had thrown her against a glass table. Carlisle quickly appears next to my twin.

Jasper more upset manages to get out of the grip of his brothers and Alice's gaze, again he tried again to hurt Bella. I quickly move and get in the middle while looking into his eyes.

Anabella: Jasper

He freezes a few inches away from me, his expression and his eyes slowly becoming the same as always. Emmett and Edward take Jasper outside to take a breath.

Rosalie, Alice and Esme had to leave due to Bella's blood.
They leave, but they come back

Since then things have been tense between Edward and Bella. In my case after a long talk with Jasper I managed to convince him that everything was fine, but still he looked very guilty and hurt by what happened.

After that, for some strange reason Bella had not been in the afternoon and was not even when our father arrived at dusk.

Our father along with several police began a search, it is true that I do not get along with her, but she is my twin and I love her very much.

Jacob: Charlie!

We saw a short-haired boy without a shirt and with shorts coming out of the forest with Bella in his arms, we quickly ran towards him.

Charlie: Thanks Sam

Our father takes Bella inside the house, relieved sigh before looking at Sam who for some reason looked at me curiously. I felt a little awkward, but I managed to hide.

Anabella: Thank you for bringing my sister, I'm Anabella Swan.

I reach out and he hesitates a little before taking it

Sam: Sam Uley

After that I said goodbye and went into the house to see how my twin was.

The reason for Bella's disappearance was clear, the Cullens left Forks forever, my twin was very attached to them and they out of nowhere, they left him was a heavy blow.

In my case I became fond, but only for Alice and Jasper, I must admit that it also hurt that they left without saying goodbye, but I am the strong twin of both. And for Bella's sake, I'm not going to prove that it affects me.

Every day that passed my sister was worse, I did not eat much, at night I had nightmares in her screaming and both our father and I tried to calm her down. I started sleeping with her in her bed, I manage to reassure her, but not too much.

It had been three months since the Cullens left, my twin seemed to be increasingly depressed and not wanting to live.

Charlie: Alright, it's over, you'll go home with your mother

Bella: I won't leave Forks

Charlie: Bella, he won't come back

Bella: Yes, I know

Charlie: It's not normal, your behavior is scaring me and your mother too, you even rejected Ana many times and that had never happened.

My sister looks at me for a moment before returning my eyes to the ground but without emotions.
about it, I shake my head feeling that the anger was consuming me.

Charlie: Bella I don't want you to go, but I think you should go, make new friends

Bella: I like my old friends

Charlie: But you don't even see them

Bella: Of course I will go shopping tomorrow with Jessica

I roll my eyes before going inside the house, I could no longer hear the stupidities of my gamela.

The next day it was night and I was with my friends on their motorcycles, we had gone to play pool and have a drink. Right now we are heading to the Push beach. I was on Walter's motorcycle when I turn my head and see my twin go to some motorcycle riders who didn't seem very friendly.

Anabella: That idiot! Walter on your left!

My friends saw what I was referring to and quickly chase the bikes until they stop and look at us defiantly, I get off the motorcycle and grab my sister by pulling her out of there and putting her behind us while we stare at the men in front of us.

I see Jessica approaching worried

Anabella: Jess take Bella

She listens and takes her away, while we put ourselves in combat position. He started a fight against those elders but they were strong without a doubt, but we managed to defeat them and left before the police arrived.

I had a split lip and an open eyebrow, and my body ached might have several bruises later. We lay down against an alley trying to catch our breath.

Rafael: What the fuck was your twin thinking ?!

Tamara: Is he an idiot or is it done?

Anabella: I don't know, but I swear to kill her when I get home

Walter: We should go see Hugo

Hugo was a doctor who was dedicated to healing people from clandestine fights of which I participated. He knows us well so he will have no problem healing our wound.

I had made it clear to my twin that I would not do it again, my injuries were noticeable and we had to invent an excuse for Charlie not to suspect anything.

My sister was having a lot of adrenaline lately since she could supposedly see Edward. Before I had no problems with him, but now I hate to hear his name, it is his fault that my sister was in that state.

My twin asked Jacob to fix some motorcycles so he could drive, which surprised me because I am the motorcycle and Bella had never had an interest in them. The only good thing about all this is that Jacob calmed Bella down, had stopped having nightmares so often and seemed to come back to life little by little.
I was practicing in the forest as I usually do to prepare for combat, but in that I feel that someone watches me. I turn and find two blonde women who look at me in amazement and with their mouths slightly open.

Anabella: stupid vampires
Both women laugh slightly at my comment. The wavy blond-haired woman takes a step forward while watching me with her golden eyes.

Tanya: My name is Tanya, she is my sister Katrina

Kate: Kate

I look at both women trying to understand why they talked to me? What do they want? Out of nowhere, the straight blond-haired woman, whose name was Kate, laughs while looking at me.

Kate: They didn't lie when they said you were hard

Anabella: Oh yes? Who said that?

Tanya: Our cousins, the Cullens

Kate: Specifically Alice and Jasper

I roll my eyes to hear their names, they looked at me curious because of my reaction.

Anabella: If they come from them, they can go where they came from

Tanya: Yes, it's hard

I roll my eyes again before starting to get away from them, but they appear in front of me preventing me from leaving.

Anabella: What do they want?

Kate: Talk

Tanya: They asked us to help in your training to control your gifts

Kate: Apparently you have many

I nod, but I didn't feel like being with those women, I felt the same attraction as with Demetri, Felix, Jane, Alec, Alice and Jasper. Am I getting so easy?

Tanya: What do you think?

My thoughts are interrupted by the woman's voice, I look at her and they looked at me with curiosity and love for some reason ...

Anabella: Suppose I am difficult, would you still help me?

Kate: He would not be a problem

Tanya: Not at all, it would be an interesting challenge.

And so I started training with the two women, they even started to like me, but I didn't want to get too close to them either.
It had been two more months ...
The women started running at high speed around me, trying to knock me down. My eyes of apocobegan to get used to the speed they had. Tanya tried to knock me down with her arm, but I leaned swiftly making her pass and the same happened with Kate. I smiled arrogantly as I look at her, both women look at each other before looking at me with a bright glow in their eyes.Kate runs to me followed by Tanya and out of nowhere a cramp hits my leg so that I lose my balance, the women take advantage and throw themselves to make me fall to the ground with them on me.

Anabella: Did you use your Kate gift?
Kate: Yes, but since you're also a shield, I don't affect you much
I roll my eyes while they laughed at me. For some reason I was strangely relaxed with them and we were in a somewhat compromised position if someone passed by.
Anabella: Okay, I'm leaving
Kate: Why? Have shame?
Tanya: Remember that she is difficult, she will get angry if you press her more
The mocking tones of both make me roll my eyes again before turning to Kate and straddling her. The woman is surprised, but she smiles at my gesture.
Anabella: First of all, it takes a lot to make me feel ashamed of something you do and second you don't believe yourself superior, arrogant vampire
Tanya: I love your character
I turn my head to see the other blonde woman looking at me with love, I look at her with one eyebrow raised but before I can say anything, Kate puts her hands on my lower back near my butt making me tense.
Kate: Before, together with my sisters we were known as "succubus" so we know many ways to embarrass you, girl
His hands finally rest on my buttocks, my eyes open, but I was not going to lose against her and I follow the game as if I didn't care.
Tanya: Oh, the girl thinks she is capable
Kate: Maybe we should show him what we are capable of, sister
They both relax while looking at me with their golden eyes and a "hunger" that made me a little nervous because I knew those eyes showed lust.
Tanya: Maybe it's too much for you
Kate: for a virgin
Now I lost completely, my face turned red immediately. How do you know? Both women laugh out loud at my reaction. More nervous than me, I get up from Kate's lap.
Tanya: she got nervous
Kate: the girl is ashamed

I extend the middle finger of my hand towards Kate and she laughs again while looking at me mischievously.

Kate: anytime, honey

I wink, shake my head before leaving that awkward situation where I would lose noticeably if I was still there.
Reunion

Kate and Tanya returned to Alaska where they live and where the Cullens were possibly. I will not lie, I became fond of them, but it had already been clear that they would return from the beginning. They also did not want to leave, but they should already have their family waiting for them.

Obviously they did not leave without bothering me and as usual, these days I ended up losing to their comments and actions that had to do with sex, which I do not understand, since with Rafael their comments do not make me feel anything. Instead, those two blondes make me feel very nervous.

I was back home when I saw my sister go into the forest, an irritated sigh since her actions lately only brought problems. Without her noticing I follow her, she walked to a meadow where there were many flowers. I stay behind a tree watching her curiously What is she doing?

In that I see Laurent in front of her, looking at her, my twin idiot didn't notice. Without much thought I leave my hiding place and grab my sister's wrist by putting her behind me.

Laurent: Swan twins, I didn't expect to find them here, I went to visit the Cullens, but the house was empty, I was surprised they left here, weren't you a kind of pet for them?

I raise an irritated eyebrow at his comment, he notices and laughs at my reaction.

Anabella: Shut up

Laurent: Relax, do the Cullens visit them often?

This is about to tell you something, but my sister comes forward

Bella: Yes, we will tell you that you came to see them, but maybe we shouldn't tell Edward, Alice and Jasper, they are very protective

What did Alice and Jasper have to do? I was confused at the words of my twin but decided to hide in front of the vampire.

Laurent: But they are far away, right?

Bella: Why are you here?

Laurent: I came here to do Victoria a favor, she asked me to find out if they were still under Cullen's protection

Anabella: Why?

Laurent: Victoria feels it's fair to kill them

Bella: My sister too?

Laurent: That's right, James seems to like your twin, the fight they had was really impressive ... for a human.

Jasper: Throw it

I look to the side and I can see some silhouettes in the air, like ghosts ... They were Edward, Alice and Jasper. They both looked at me carefully, I try to protect myself. Why? They left….
Bella: Edward, Alice and Jasper will know who did it and come to look for you.

Laurent: I don't think they do, after all, didn't they leave them?

The figure of Alice and Jasper that was in the air looked at me with guilt, I grimace as I look at them before returning the sight to Laurent who was smiling at us. In that it appears in front of my twin. Alarmed quickly, I move and grab the vampire pushing him a few inches from us.

Anabella: Bella go!

Beautiful that?

Anabella: Now!

For some reason the vampire looked at me confused, I put myself in battle position ignoring him while my sister's idiot hesitated to leave.

Laurent: Why do you smell like them?

Anabella: They?

Laurent was about to speak again, but grunts were heard, we turned our heads to see a big black wolf staring and growling menacingly at Laurent.

We watched in amazement at the wolf, behind him came several more, Laurent seeing that he runs to the forest followed by the other wolves.

The black wolf approaches me and I felt that I knew him from somewhere, the animal makes a slight nod with my head towards me before running towards the forest next to the rest of the wolves.

Without much thought we both run from that situation. When we got home we went to Charlie and Harry. And my twin began to explain the situation desperately, after a while, Bella managed to convince Charlie to go to the forest with Harry and some policemen to find those responsible for the attacks that turned out to be wolves. Although I did not feel that they were responsible, but my sister was hysterical and cannot win or discuss something when she is in that way.

........................................

I was in my room next to my gamela trying to calm her down, although I'm not going to lie, I'm also nervous about what happened this afternoon.

In that I feel the presence of someone the window, I quickly grab my sister and put her behind me while I put myself in combat position. We both get tense waiting for something to happen.

Jacob: Bella, Ana!

We looked at each other before approaching the window and seeing Jake, very changed and sexy I will admit, he did not bring a shirt and looked at his abs and especially I loved his short hair. My sister for some reason didn't seem surprised to see it that way.

Bella: What do you want?

Jacob: I'm going up

After saying that, with skillful movements he climbs a tree and then urges himself to enter our room.
Anabella: Wow… You must teach me to do that

Jacob: Haha, how are you Ana?

I wink at him making my sister roll her eyes, on the other hand, Jake laughs before hugging me.

Bella: Did you come alone to flirt with my sister?

Anabella: Someone is jealous ...

My twin hits my neck because of my comment, I laugh at her reaction before I leave and let them speak alone.
After that the relationship between my twin and Jacob did not seem to improve, something went wrong when I left them to talk quietly. We were going to the House of Jacob because my sister had left multiple messages and calls these days and did not answer any. We knocked on the door and Billy opened with surprise to see us.

Billy: Hello twins, do you need anything?

Bella: Where is it?

Billy: He's not home

Bella: I'm sorry, but I need to see it

With that my sister enters without permission followed by Billy complaining, I sigh and I wait for her outside, leaning against a pole.

In that I see Sam and three other people following him, the four walked here. When Sam sees me, he stops just like the rest of his companions. I raise an eyebrow at the sight of them before approaching them.

Embry: Oh! The bad twin

Quil: How long

I look at them amazed to see that two, I had not seen them for several months and had changed noticeably like Jacob, I will not lie they looked…. sexy

Embry: I know, I look great

Quil: Close your mouth Swan

I chuckled before shaking my head, they may have changed physically, but their personalities are the same.

Sam: What brings you here?

Anabella: My sister wanted to see Jacob

Bella: What did you do to him? !!

Anabella: Speaking of the devil ...

Embry and Quil laugh at my comment, a boy I had never seen smiles slightly at me and Sam was still looking seriously at my twin who was coming towards them really angry.

Bella pushes Sam who does not flinch at his aggression, my twin began to shout at him while I was shocked at his behavior.

Bella: What did they do to him? !!

Paul: What did he tell you? What do you know?
Bella: nothing, he said nothing to me because they have him terrified

Paul starts laughing followed by Embry and Quil while Sam looks seriously at my twin. My irritated sister slaps Paul, who looks at her angrily and begins to tremble strangely as her breathing becomes difficult.

Sam: Anabella, get Bella out of here! Now!

I didn't have to tell myself twice, I knew that what was happening to that boy was a problem for my sister, I grabbed my sister's hand and ran to the house. Behind us, Paul became a giant wolf that came after us.

Bella slips on the road, I stop skating and run to the wolf. The animal jumps to try to attack my twin, but I quickly grab it by the stomach and push it several meters away from us.

Embry: I knew you were strong but not so much!

Quil: Great!

Sam watched closely what was happening. My eyes began to burn allowing the movements of the wolf to be slower and easier to avoid.

But the wolf changes his objective towards my sister who was still on the floor assimilating what was happening, alarmed, I ran towards her with my great speed, but first, Jacob appears and transforms into a wolf and begins to fight with Paul until he disappears In the woods Panting for air due to my demand to want to arrive on time.

Sam: take the twins to Emily's house

Embry: the wolf was already discovered

After a while of traveling in the van, we arrived at a house in the middle of the forest. The children jump with enthusiasm and walk towards the house.

Bella: Let's see if Jacob is fine.

The boys started talking to each other without paying attention to my twin. I sigh before going and walking next to them, but we stop to see that my sister was still inside the vehicle.

Embry: You can come Bella, we don't bite

Quil: at least with you

The boys look at me, I roll my eyes before hitting everyone on the shoulder.

Embry: yes, you have the strength of the Swan

Quil: You would have broken something if you were normal

I sigh at his words, as I would like to go back time and avoid everything that has happened so far, if my life and my abilities were normal right now, I would be with my friends riding their bikes or fighting to earn more money and go to Where i want.

Embry: By the way, regarding Sam's fiancée, don't look at her, it bothers Sam

Bella: Why would we do it?
When we enter we see a nice dining room and a black-haired girl with her back to us, the boys take a fruit and sit at the table.

Emily: Are you hungry guys? Ha How if I had to ask?

The girl turns around and looks at us confused, on her face from the forehead to the chin there are three large claw scars, she was very pretty despite it, obviously because of what Embry said she didn't look at her much like Bella.

Emily: Who are they?

Embry: The Swan twins Who else?

Emily: Ah, it's the vampire girls

I blink at his comment before throwing a laugh that surprises her as well as the rest. Then I look her in the eye with a frown

Anabella: My sister is, but I will never be with vampires.

Embry: That's how you talk, bad twin!

Quil: Maybe you want to be with a wolf?

I chuckled before shaking my head at his comment. Bella looked awkward about the situation, but I ignore her.

Emily: Interesting to know, "Bad twin"

I raise an eyebrow at his comment, before he can say anything. Embry grabs me by the wrist and makes me sit on his lap while he tangles his arms in my stomach.

Anabella: What are you doing?

Embry: Since you are not interested in vampires, you have to take off that disgusting smell and it is in one of the ways

Quil: The other way in a little more contact, in case you want to know the alternatives

I roll my eyes before hitting Quil on the shoulder, he laughs just like Embry.

Emily leaves a plate full of rolls, she offers us with a smile, which we both gladly accept.

Emily: It had to be Jacob, the one who broke the order of silence

Bella: He didn't tell us anything

Embry: We obey the alpha, whatever he says

Sam also appears smiling at me before heading towards Emily and giving affectionate kisses, we get a little uncomfortable, but we hide it. In that we see Jacob and Paul walking here as if nothing happened. Jacob leans against the door frame while Paul enters and sits before looking at us.

Paul: I'm sorry

After that we went to walk with Jacob to "the Push" while we talked, he told us that the wolves
were dedicated to kill vampires for generations. We also told him that Victoria was after us.
These days I spent with Sam and the pack, they were nice and they were happy that the smell the vampires had, surely Kate and Tanya were gone.

I was walking through the woods to Emily's house, but for some reason my eyes began to burn again, I rubbed them with my hand and my vision improved markedly, I looked at things that were miles away.

Fascinated and somewhat scared because I didn't know what was going on, I looked around until I saw my twin walking towards the cliff in the distance, it gives me a knot in my stomach despite the pain that can be thrown at me because I was doing stupid things these last days. My sister ran to jump, alarmed I run to my twin.

I was far away, but I forced myself to run as fast as I could, my legs hurt, but I wasn't going to let my stupid twin commit suicide.

When I finally arrive, I push my sister away from there, but I can't stop on time and slip until I fall off the cliff.

Bella: NO !!!

In the air I could see the silhouettes of Alice and Jasper who looked at me with absolute panic on their faces. I watch them a few seconds before I touch the sea and drag myself to the depths.

....................................................

Jacob: Come on Ana! Breathe!

I open my eyes as I start coughing and taking out the water that had gotten against my will.

Bella: Anabella!

My sister threw herself at me with all her strength, causing me to lose my balance and we both ended up on the floor, she hugging me desperately.

I chuckled before returning the hug to reassure her.

Anabella: I'm fine, Idiot

Bella: It was my fault, if only ...

Anabella: Shut up

I grab her face and force her to look me in the eye, I dedicate a smile that makes her calm down a bit.

Anabella: I'm fine, stop babble

Bella: Ana

In his eyes I could see tears coming out, I rolled my eyes before cleaning it with my finger to give him a reassuring smile again.

Anabella: Thank you Jacob.

He smiles at me before helping me get up, in that I see Sam looking seriously and when our eyes
connect, he sighs before giving me a slight smile.

Sam: Take the twins to Emily's house, I'll see how I can help.

Bella: what happened?

Jacob: Harry Clearwater had a heart attack

Anabella: How is he?

Jacob: died

The three of us spent time together and after an intense discussion I got my sister to leave.

I returned home in the afternoon to rest a little after what happened, my body was exhausted and also in pain for having forced me that way while running. Our father was busy with Harry's death and, because of his work, he had the house for me until my sister returned at night.

I sigh before going up to my room, I just want to sleep for a long time without anything happening. Is it too much to ask? When I enter I see a figure sitting on the edge of my bed. I remain frozen until I realize that it is Alice, that when she saw me, a smile appeared on her face and it seemed she was about to cry, but since the vampires could not cry, it remained accumulated in her eyes.

Alice: Anabella!

She lifts me in the air surprising me and throwing me on the floor with her on me. Still stunned, I look at her in shock. She puts her icy hands on my cheeks and clasps her lips with mine, surprising me.

The few forces that I had left in the day left, my body relaxed and my mind went blank at the action of the pixie. Her agile lips instantly dominated me, my hands rested on her waist as she continued to kiss me.

When we parted, she puts her forehead on mine while watching in the state in which she left me, she helps me to straighten up and we sat on the floor with her still astride me.

Even in shock and red with shame I put my hand covering my mouth while looking away from those golden eyes. She smiled at me with her typical smile, Alice reaches out a hand to remove my hand from my mouth and caress my knuckles with her fingers.

Alice: I'm sorry, but seeing you fall down a cliff was a lot

Anabella: .......

Alice: How are you alive?

When I get out of my shock, I look at it for a few moments before getting redder if that was possible.

Anabella: Why? Jacob saved me

Alice: Jacob?

Anabella: He's a werewolf
She becomes serious before getting up and letting me move. I sit in bed sighing tiredly.

Alice: Ana, werewolves are not a good company

I look at her angry at her comment. How can she say that? They were the ones who made my twin recover a little after they left and also several of the wolves are my friends.

Anabella: What the fuck are you talking about? From my point of view, wolves are better than stupid vampires who abandon people.

Alice: Ana?

She looked at me surprised at my comment, she was angry They were the ones who abandoned us! Us? …… I became fond of them? ….. No, it can not be….

Alice: Did you miss us?

Her voice was excited and radiant, I look into her eyes, she was very happy more than usual, I get nervous and quickly looked away. She laughs at my behavior and before I know it, Alice had laid me on the bed and she straddled me.

Anabella: What are you doing?

Alice: Embarrassing you, it's the only way you can tell me

Anabella: Are you going to force me to say something?

Alice: Just because you don't want to admit it, honey

I stay frozen at the way he calls me, before I can answer his lips, they rely on mine again, but this time with more passion, his lips are very agile, I felt that my forces were leaving again, I quickly tried to push her away, but she grabbed my wrists by putting my arms above my head while continuing to intensify the kiss.

My breathing began to get difficult and she still didn't move, with some effort I managed to turn my neck to separate our lips and now I was panting looking sideways with Alice smiling at me seeing me like that. My gasp turned to a groan when I felt his cold lips on my neck.

His lips gave light kisses all over my neck, my breathing was still complicated while the feeling of his kisses invaded me.

Anabella: Don't you think ... what are you going over the limit?

She separates slightly from me, while looking at me with her golden eyes that had darkened slightly.

Alice: What do you mean?

A shiver ran through me when I heard a purr at the end of his words.

Anabella: You have a boyfriend

Alice: Jasper doesn't mind, he would be more happy

His lips attacked my neck again and a groan of surprise came from my lips, making a smile appear on the face of the pixie. Is that your relationship? So liberal?
In that the vampire stops and gets entangled prays while putting his attention listening somewhere

Alice: Your sister and the dog arrived

Trying to get out of the trance of what was happening, I managed to throw it back, making it scream in surprise.

Anabella: We should… Go with them

Alice: Are you trying to escape me?

I roll my eyes and get up even trying to get my breathing to normalize, the pixie laughs before getting up and following me down the stairs.

Anabella: This does not mean that she is an easy girl

Alice: I know very well and I would never think that about you, honey

He kisses me on the cheek causing me to freeze in place. Am I weak against it? When I pass that?
Meeting and departure

Jacob: If a Cullen returns, I can't protect you! Only in our lands

Bella: Okay, you don't have to.

Jacob: You're about to cross the line.

Bella: so don't mark her

We end up going down the stairs and see that Bella enters the house anxiously, my twin seeing Alice, hugging her affectionately surprises her.

Alice: Bella!

Bella: I'm sorry, I can't believe you're here

Alice: Do you want to explain to me how you are alive? I had visions of you doing stupid things, putting your life at risk. What would happen to Charlie?

Bella: I wasn't trying to kill myself, just ...

I roll my eyes before hitting him hard on the back of her neck, she looks with shame.

Anabella: You deserve it, I'm the reckless twin

Bella: I know

Alice: But don't repeat the cliff thing, please

She looks at us seriously, making Bella more ashamed while I rolled my eyes at her scolding. Then we sat on the couch and chatted between the three.

Alice: He had never met someone more likely to put his life at risk

Bella: Did you tell him?

Alice: No, he calls from time to time, says he wants to be alone

My sister nods as she looks down in silence, I sigh to see that she was a little depressed again, in that I see Alice's face that was making a face of disgust.

Alice: Why do you smell wet dog too?

Bella: It's probably me, or Jacob

Alice: Bella the same thing I said to your sister werewolves are not a good company

In that Jacob leaves the kitchen with a serious face while looking at the pixie

Jacob: Speak for yourself

Alice gets up while putting me behind her protectively while looking at Jacob, he looks away from her to Bella.
Jacob: I wanted to see that they were safe

Alice: I'm not going to hurt them

Jacob: I know, you're a harmless Cullen, I'm talking about the other bloodsucker that tried to kill them.

Alice: Victoria?

Anabella: Yes, she has been around

Alice: I didn't see her, just as I didn't see you saved, I couldn't see him for you and your damn dogs.

Jacob: don't provoke me or this will get very ugly

Bella: Hi! Enough

We got in the middle of both of them, my twin looks at me and I seat her head, I take Alice's hand, surprising her and pulling her away from those who went to the kitchen so that Bella calmed Jake.

Alice: what are you doing?

Anabella: distract you, I didn't know you could also have a strong character

Alice: Only when the people I want are in danger

She looks me in the eye as she says she loves me, I'm frozen. You love Me? She laughs at my reaction before giving me a brief kiss on the lips, pulling me out of my thoughts.

Alice: I didn't think you were so submissive either, because of your character.

I get red at his words making her laugh again at my reaction, I was about to tell her something, but she freezes at a fixed point. She was having a vision.

When he finishes, he looks at me worried before taking my hand and crawling towards the kitchen where those two were.

Alice: Bella, it's Edward thinks you're dead, Rosalie told her why I came

Bella: Why? !!! Why don't you let me talk to him? !!!

Bella was upset and was approaching Jake who looked at her seriously, from behind her I grab her so she doesn't do any stupidity, she leans against my body while I was distraught.

Alice: Bella! It was with the vulturis, he also wants to die

In that we left the house and Alice with his speed appears in his car taking him out of the garage of the house and preparing to leave.

Jacob: Why are you leaving ?, I leave you, I didn't love you anymore, you don't have to go !!

Bella looks at Jake before nodding to me to get into the car, seat while I head to the passenger seat, while we listen to each other's shouts before heading to Italy to save Edward.
After taking a plane, Alice "got" a very fast yellow sports car, I was a co-pilot while fascinated by the speed that the pixie was driving, for a person it would be impossible to control the vehicle at the speed at which this girl was going

Alice: Are you having fun?

Anabella: I love it

Bella: knowing that you won't keep this car

Alice: Imagine they wouldn't hurry if I stole it

Anabella: Not at all, I like it better.

She blinks at my comment as she continues to look forward, a smile appears on her face larger than usual.

In that, Alice stares at a point that has another vision, while I grab the steering wheel to try to stabilize it while the vampire was somewhere else for a few seconds.

Alice: he was rejected, he is going to give a show

Bella: and?

Alice: showing himself to humans

Bella: when?

Alice: wait until noon with the sun at its highest point

Bella: Alice, you have to hurry up.

Anabella: There is Volterra!

The girl accelerates more, making me more excited about the speed, making her laugh at me while my sister clung to the seat. The car enters the city and Alice drives through the small streets honking for people to move. For some reason everyone was dressed in red.

Anabella: Why do they wear red?

Alice: It's because of the San Marco festival, they commemorate the expulsion of vampires from the city, perfect setting, the Vulturi will not allow humans to be shown

Bella: 5 minutes left

Alice: I know, Bella breathes

In the sense that some police officers stop the car, Alice looks at us as she tells us where to go. For some reason, she wanted it to be especially. We run down the streets to where Alice indicated and in the distance we see Edward take off his shirt and start walking towards the sun.
Bella: please! Your speed Ana!

His gaze was of total despair, seat before sighing and starting to run until my speed was inhuman and nobody saw me, I felt I was invisible for some reason. This had never happened to me.

I manage to reach Edward and push him in, we both fall to the ground hard while my sister arrives and throws herself on Edward with happiness. I look at her with an eyebrow raised before protesting.

Anabella: I'm fine too, thanks for asking

Edward: You are here

Bella: I'm here

Anabella: Me too!

They kept telling each other things, making me disgusted with so much drama. They get up and then Edward looks at me with a smile

Edward: Thank you.

Anabella: The next time you want to kill yourself that is closer to Forks, please

Bella: Ana!

I raise my hands in surrender while my sister is still clinging to Edward. Then they look at each other to kiss, my disgusted face returned as I roll my eyes and look away.

In that two men appear, with hoods, preventing seeing their faces. These men stop and they seemed to look at me carefully.

Edward: Since when have you known them?

He looked at me in amazement, I look confused at his words before looking back at the men. They take off their hood exposing their faces.

Anabella: Felix? ¿Demetri?

Bella: Do you know them?

My sister looked at me attentively and would be both, I get nervous before her insistent look. I can't tell you how I met them, it would get me in trouble.

Demetri: It's none of your business, miss

Look at my sister carefully before looking back at me with a slight smile

Edward: We won't need your services anymore

Felix: Aro wants to talk to you again

Edward: No rule broke

Demetri: Even so, we should continue this talk in a more appropriate place

Edward: Well, girls, why don't you enjoy the festival?
Felix: The girls come with us

Edward: Go to hell

Things were tempting, I had never seen this side of Demetri and Felix, they had always been kind to me, a little insistent, but not aggressive. At that moment, Alice enters breaking the lock while she takes out a handkerchief she had on her head so that the sun would not give it to her.

Alice: Come on guys, it's a festival, they won't want to make a scene.

Felix: No, we would

Alice: And less with Ana nearby.

The men tense as Edward opens his eyes in amazement, surely reading Alice's thoughts, while with my twin we looked at each other confused. What do I have to do?

In that a short girl in the same dress approached us. I would recognize that way of walking and height anywhere ... It was Jane

She takes off her hood, exposing their faces, which becomes serious when she sees me. I get a little tense as I step back near Alice. But that only made the blonde girl's gesture worse.

Edward: I never thought… That it was possible…

Alice: Me neither, but I had several visions, about it

Felix: I think those visions would be better if you show them to the teacher

We look with my twin more confused, what are they talking about?

Jane: Enough! Aro sent me to see why they took so long

The four of us walked behind the blonde girl followed by the two men Alice was arguing with. When we go down some stairs, Jane stops and lets Bella and Edward go first, when they do, the blonde looked at me intensely. Getting nervous Did I make her angry?

Alice takes my protective hand while we go downstairs, I could hear some low growls of Jane, Felix and Demetri. Then we went up to an elevator that while there was there there was background music, I looked at Alice with a smile and she rolled her eyes, on the side I could see Jane looking at me and with a slight smile on her face. which surprised me since I almost never smiled

When we got off the elevator a woman who looked like a secretary greets us in Italian, I look confused at the lady.

Bella: Is it human?

Edward: Yes

Bella: And you know it?

Edward: Yes

Bella: Then why?
Anabella: Wants to be a vampire

Demetri: And it will be soon

Jane: Or the dessert

A malicious smile appeared on my face, hearing his words. My sister hits me with the elbow making my smile disappear.

We kept walking until she opened a door exposing a very spacious place and there were three vampires sitting in a kind of "thrones"

Alec: Sister sent you to bring one and you brought three ... And a half, what a smart girl

Alec looked at me with a slight smile, but secretly. Jane stands next to her twin while Felix and Demetri behind us.

Where were the three vampires, one of them with very long black hair, who felt he was sad, looked at me intensely.

Aro: What a pleasant surprise, Bella is alive after all

One of the vampires in the middle, who had long black hair, with red eyes indicating that he takes human blood. He approaches us with a smile before taking Edward's hand, it seemed as if he was seeing everything that happened.

Aro: This girl's blood attracts you so much that it makes me thirsty. How can you stand being so close to her?

Edward: With great difficulty

Aro: I see it

Edward: Aro can read any thoughts he has had just by touching me ... and now he knows everything.

Aro: And you are an excellent soul reader, although you cannot read the thoughts of the twins.

The man walks away from Edward before extending his hand to Bella, she hesitates a little, but takes her hand. I get tense next to Alice when I see my sister so close to that vampire.

Aro: Interesting, I don't see anything, but ....You're Anabella, right?

I nod and make the same gesture as my twin, I listen and the same thing happens with my sister.

Aro: I see nothing

A chilling smile appears on his face as he looked at me intently. Aro smiles a little before walking a little and looks at Jane with a smile.

Aro: Let's see if Bella is immune to all our powers, Jane?

Edward: No!
Fight, feelings and exhausted

The boy gets in the middle and falls to the floor in pain, Bella was screaming desperately while Alice, grabbed her so she wouldn't do anything stupid, nervously looked at Jane

Anabella: Jane, please.

My sister's boyfriend stops squirming in pain, I look at Jane who looked me in the eye before we both looked at Aro who was fascinated and curious about what was happening.

Marcus: Brother, come

The vampire who was watching me all this time intensely calls Aro who, still curious, approaches his brother. Take your hand while reading your thoughts. Aro remains silent assimilating what he had seen before turning around and looking at me fascinated, I get nervous before his gaze. Then he appears next to Felix who shakes his hand to see his memories.

Aro: Fascinating!

Cayo: What is brother?

Aro: Anabella Swan, has great gifts and many that have not been discovered so far, was able to knock Felix with a blow

Cayo: What? Impossible!

The long-haired blonde vampire looks at me closely as does the other vampire named Marcus.

Aro: Besides ... She is the companion of our guard and other vampires Partner? …… no, it can't be, I won't submit to some idiotic vampires, even if my friends consider them…. I would never be a vampire's partner

Alice: Ana calm down

The vampires of the place looked at me surely listening to my fast heartbeat as a sign that something distressed me.

Marcus: You know what you have to do

Cayo: They know too much

Aro: But the girl is a companion of our guard and other vampires, imagine when they transform her, the skill she will have, I'll take the risk with you, but with

Bella it's another story.

Aro: Felix

Edward: No!

Edward puts himself in the middle of the other big vampire and Alice tries to help him, but is grabbed by Demetri. Before he can react Edward is thrown through the air and stamped violently
against the floor by the vampire himself. Felix rises to my twin, but I get in the middle looking at him defiantly.

Alice: No!

He freezes looking at me with pleading to move me, Aro laughed fascinated by the situation.

Aro: Jane, Alec

The twins doubt a little before trying to grab me to get me out of the way for Felix to do his job, I dodge them while my eyes burn again. Claws came out of my fingers as I glared at Felix in front of me. The twins stared at me in amazement.

Cayo: Impossible

Marcus: This girl

Aro: It's fascinating!

Edward pushes Felix several meters, but Felix harder grabs him and sends him flying against the wall.

I was about to yell at him to stop, but Jane grabs me and puts a hand on my mouth while Alec stands in front of me. To keep him from looking at how Edward was killed. I begin to squirm, but my strength began to fail and I was becoming weaker and weaker.

Alice: Don't overdo it!

Alec looks at the pixie for a few seconds before opening his worried eyes and putting his hands on my cheeks to look at him. Electric shocks ran through my body at the boy's touch.

Alec: Enough Ana

His voice was sincere and calm, but above all he begged me to calm down.

Jane: please

The blonde whispers in my ear and my body totally relaxes in the arms of the woman behind me, who was still covering my mouth, but hugging me protectively.

From the side I could see Demetri and Alice relax when they saw me calm in Jane's arms just like Alec who smiles at me warmly while looking me in the eye.

My thoughts are interrupted by a loud sound, I looked away at what was happening with Felix and Edward, my twin's boyfriend was stamped on the floor near the other two kings who were sitting watching. Felix quickly forces Edward to get up while he starts wanting to tear his head off.

Bella: no! Please!! Please!!

Aro stops Felix while looking at my twin with confusion and a bit of awe.

Bella: Kill me, not him.

Aro: Would you give up your life for one of us? A vampire? A monster without a heart

Bella: They don't know anything about the soul.
Aro: if you wanted to give him immortality

Look at Edward and then at Bella and finally at me, he approaches my twin with the intention of biting her, but stops at Alice's scream.

Alice: Bella and Anabella will be like us, I've seen it

Aro extends his hand and Alice approaches to take it, the vampire watches closely with his power before speaking.

Aro: Hypnotizing, look what you've seen and how you love your two companions

He looks at me carefully before returning with the twins and then to Demetri and Felix to look at me again.

Aro: It's also a curse to have so many life partners, something similar has never happened

Bella: What are you talking about?

Jane had taken my hand from her mouth and put her hands on my stomach, while I was leaning against her exhausted. I was too tired to join the conversation, just listen to how much I could

Aro: Having several life partners, with gifts and being connected with them, his body began to develop several powers to coexist with that of his companions.

Felix: Does that mean he already has feelings for us?

Alice: Yes, but it's too stubborn to accept it.

My head started to hurt and my eyelids began to close, I could not remain conscious. I turn my head to better support Jane's cold body, she looks at me with her red eyes before giving me a slight smile. Seeing her that way, a warm feeling invaded me

But I could not stay awake.
I open my eyes with difficulty and see a ceiling I had never seen. I blink confused before straightening up and observing a room I had never seen.

Jane: You finally wake up

Alec: How do you feel?

The twins were near the door looking at me with curiosity and concern. Where I am? And what are they doing here?

Alec: Can you talk?

I look more confused and when I try to speak my voice did not come out, alarmed I touch my neck while I open my eyes. In that the two appear next to me and sit on the bed, one on each side of me.

Alec: You'll be fine, they are side effects of your gifts

Jane: This will happen every time you use them excessively

They both looked at me with their red eyes, scanning me and making me nervous. I make gestures to give me something to write, they bring me a notebook and a pen.

Where I am?

They read before seeing me in the face while they answered me

Alec: In one of the rooms of the Vulturi castle

What happened? With my sister and the rest?

Jane: They went back to Forks with a warning

I frown at his words. Did you leave me here? My own twin? Y .... The people I thought were my friends ...

Jane's cold hand rests on mine as she looked at me with her red eyes. But his eyes showed adoration and love, he had never seen those eyes on her.

Alec: You'll be with us for some time to control your skills

Jane: Besides that you can't be far from us

My gaze on the young man is quickly directed at the blonde. What do you mean?

What do you mean with Jane? Does it have to do with the curse that Aro mentioned?

Alec: what a smart girl

He looks at me with a smile while his cold hand rests on my other hand, I felt complete with them. But I can not ....... I don't want ... to have vampires as couples, I refuse

Jane: Yes, it has to do. Your powers are out of control when you use it excessively and when you are not close to your life partners
I close my eyes while I sigh exhausted, does that mean I can't get away from them?

Alec: Anabella?

I open my eyes and they both looked at me worried, again the warm feeling invades me Why am I so easy with them?

Anything else I should know?

Jane: Yes

Alec: Do you remember when Alice Cullen mentioned that you would become one of us?

I vaguely remember that he said it, but ... I would never want to be a vampire in my life!

Alec: That will happen without any of us biting you

What do you mean? Will I transform myself?

Jane: That's right, when you master your skills and accept what you feel for us, you will gradually become

How is that possible?

Alec: We still don't know

I take my hands from his before throwing myself against the bed and putting my hands on my face, covering it

What awaits me? I am condemned !!! I am not like Bella !!! SHE IS THE WANT THIS CURSE LIFE !!! I NEVER REQUESTED IT !!!
It was my third month with the Vulturis, after recovering. Train together with the guard or what you should call them ... "my life partners"
I was sitting in the inner courtyard of the castle while my closed eyes concentrated my energy. I want to try to be invisible again, it would be very useful.
The others were working as they told me, so I would be alone until sunset.

I felt that something had changed in me, I was going to open my eyes, but I feel that a vampire pounces on me. I dodge quickly even with my eyes closed

Vampire: It's my lucky day! A human!

I open my eyes slowly and see a vampire with red eyes, I was very upset by my presence. I sigh before putting myself in combat position

Vampire: hahaha! Do you really think you can beat me human?

Anabella: Stop talking and attack, stupid vampire

The man gets angry at my comment and runs towards me. If I'm honest, James was faster than this crap. Without much effort I dodge it and extend my hand to the vampire who was surprised at my agility..

Anabella: How boring you are

My hand that was extended towards the vampire, I close it causing the vampire to start burning, the fire disintegrates it until there is nothing left.
I sigh when everything ends, but I lose my balance, I prepare to fall back to the ground, but in choco with a firm and cold chest. Arms get tangled up in my hip as it clings firmly to me so that it doesn't fall back down.

Demetri: Are you alright ?, Miss

Anabella: Yes... I just got a little dizzy

We stayed a few minutes that way, I could see a smile on the face of the man to have me this way. Why are they so happy? It's not like it's Emma Watson or something.

Anabella: I'm fine, thanks Demetri

Demetri: When you want

He releases me softly, I sigh before seeing him in the red eyes that were watching me closely.

Anabella: Weren't you going to be busy?

Demetri: Yes, but we care about you and take turns being with you

His voice was very affectionate and his eyes showed all the love he has for me, I felt again the warm feeling that these vampires give me.
His gaze was confusing and hypnotizing me, is this what I feel is love? I blink before returning my attention to the man in front of me. He takes me by the hand while we walk a little through the garden.
His hand was protective, although it was freezing, I loved the feeling he gave me. We stop to keep looking into each other's eyes.

Felix: excuse me

We both turned our heads to see Felix looking at us with a slight smile when he saw what was happening between us.

Felix: The teacher wants to see you Ana

Both vampires looked at me intrigued, what will you want from me? We walked in silence to where Aro and his brothers were, as well as the twins who see me tense.

Aro: Anabella, nice to see you

Anabella: Do you need anything from me?

Aro: That's the attitude girl

Out of nowhere he appears in front of me and extends his hand for me to put mine, I doubt a few seconds, but since I knew I had no other, I did what I wanted.

In this time I was with them I learned to remove my shield so that Aro could use his gift.

Aro: Fascinating !! There is no doubt that you will be an exceptional vampire, dear Ana

Cayo: What did you see brother?

He smiles maliciously before sitting in his place on the three thrones. While my companions like the two vampire kings looked at me curiously

Aro: No more worrying about the vampire that infiltrated the castle

Cayo: What do you mean?

Aro: Dear Anabella already took care of him, in the most painful way possible

The glances become more intense as they look at me, making me nervous about so much attention.

Anabella: Can I go now?

Aro: Sure, but first ... Isn't it necessary that we take care of your stepfather Phil?

I freeze in the place while I open my eyes, shit! He read everything ... I swallow more nervously than before and I tense. Quickly my four companions appear at my side looking at me with concern.

Alec: Who is that subject?

Jane: Did he do something to you?

The voices of the twins were poisonous, I take a deep breath trying to calm my breath before seeing Aro who similarly looked at me with.... concern?

Anabella: No, Aro

Aro: Sure?
Anabella: Yes and please do not mention to anyone what you saw

Felix and Jane's hand grab mine tightly, but without hurting me.

Jane: What's up with you?

I don't answer while I look at the floor. Why is this happening? I don't want them to get in !

Demetri: Master, what did you see?

We are surprised when Demetri speaks so venomously in his voice that he never speaks like that and less to Aro.

Anabella: Nothing that worries them, Aro, you're a man of your word.

He nods, I look at the four around me before sighing and getting out of the grip of Felix and Jane, before going to my room to be alone and think.
It had been five days since then, my life partners did not insist, but neither did they leave the subject aside.

Today I woke up dizzy and with a headache, which was strange since I had not used my abilities in excess. I was panting for air since I couldn't breathe well either, I close my eyes trying to calm the nausea I felt, but without results.

Felix: What's wrong with you, beautiful?

I open my eyes and see Felix looking at me with concern, I grimace before answering

Anabella: Maybe, I need to stay in bed today, I don't feel very well

He nods before bed next to me, without thinking much I snuggle in his hard and cold chest. A sense of relief invaded me for some reason. A few hours passed and I still didn't improve, Felix never moved, he was with me all the time, stroking my head to calm me down.

Out of nowhere, the rest of the guard enters the room and, seeing me in that state, quickly found themselves in bed watching me with concern.

Alec: How long have you been like this?

Felix: since this morning and it hasn't improved

An icy hand rests on my warm forehead making me smile at the sensation, I open my eyes slightly and Demetri was controlling my temperature.

Demetri: They are not normal temperatures for a human

Felix: Will it have to do with the curse?

Alec: It may be, but it's too early for it to transform

Jane: Maybe what is affecting her is not part of the transformation.

Demetri: What do you mean?

Jane: they are life partners

They remain silent before looking at me again, what does Jane mean? In that I feel that Demetri moves and approaches my face, too close

Demetri: I apologize for my disrespect, miss, but we have to verify something

Before I can respond, his cold lips rest on mine, surprising me, but it wasn't unpleasant, on the contrary, it was very comforting. For some reason, I began to feel a little better by touching his lips.

When he separates, he puts his hand on my forehead to check my temperature, makes a smile indicating that my temperature has normalized a bit.
Alec: very intelligent sister

The twins smile slightly before turning their attention to me, I still felt bad, but not as scary as a few seconds ago.

Anabella: To feel better, do you just have to kiss me?

Felix: that seems, my beautiful girl

I sigh before I look back at the big man who was next to me holding my hand protectively, without thinking much I reach out my hand and support him on the back of his neck so that he approaches. He gladly approaches before resting his lips on mine, but unlike Demetri's helpless kiss, Felix was more passionate.

When we parted panting at his intensity, he smiles when he sees me in the state he left me. I roll my eyes at his reaction, but my thoughts are interrupted when I realize that it was true ... I felt much better ... ... That means I'm doomed to my fellow vampires ... I have no other option

Alec: Are you alright?

The young voice worried me out of my thoughts, I turned my head to see the twins looking at me with desire and concern, it is true that they both needed to kiss me.

Anabella: I'm fine Alec

Extending my hand to him, the boy quickly rests his cheek on my hand and leans on my touch. He looks at me with a smile before leaning down to kiss me with his cold lips. The kiss was quiet and, unlike Demetri and Felix, he allowed me to take control of the kiss.

When we finished, I felt much better, but I still felt some fever. Alec walks away with a smile before seeing his twin who looked at me intensely as if he were stalking a prey, I get a little nervous before his gaze, but before I can say anything, she was already kissing me. His kiss was dominant and possessive, but he also showed love.

When we parted, she smiled when she saw me out of breath, I blushed at the intense gaze of the four people around me, I also noticed that her red eyes had darkened a little.

Demetri: How do you feel?

Anabella: Much better
Today I finally return to Forks, after five months with the Vulturis. I will not lie, I will miss you all, I liked them.

I was going to the Cullens' house since I had to be with my life partners Alice and Jasper so that I didn't start to get sick like the other time, it was a horrible feeling.

I was halfway there when I heard someone run towards me, before I could react I was tacked back by a pixie-shaped missile.

Alice straddled me with her radiant smile while her hands were on my cheeks. I look at her with a raised eyebrow and she laughs before joining her lips with mine, surprising me how aggressive the pixie could be.

Alice: We miss you

I was still recovering from the kiss, I look next to the blond who was looking at me with a smile. It's true that I haven't kissed Jasper yet ... How do I do it? ....... .. Why does everything have to be so complicated? With Felix and the others it was not ... well, also because the situation was urgent.

Alice stays a few moments having a vision even above me, I roll my eyes with a mocking smile, I put my hands on her hip and make an electric shock out making the pixie jump surprised.

They both look at me in amazement as I laugh out loud on the floor. When I calm down, Jasper helps me get up like a gentleman.

Alice: Well ... According to my vision they should now greet each other

She had a radiant smile, my chuckle before looking at Jazz who was looking at me intensely, he puts a hand on my waist bringing me to him. Our faces were very close we were about to kiss, but....

Again I am tackled to the ground, this time by Emmett who looked at me with a mocking smile.

Emmet: Twin Bad!! I missed you!!

Alice: Emmett

Jasper sighs before looking along with the pixie at his brother, he laughs before getting up.

Emmett: Your strength did improve, before you would have broken several bones

Anabella: Let's say I was in intensive training these five months

Emmett: I imagine, with the vultuis as your teachers

Then we started walking towards the Cullen house, Carlisle and Esme welcomed me like a daughter, while my relationship with Rosalie was still a bit complicated but not as before. At least now we tolerated each other and that was an important advance.

I was talking to them a lot and since it was getting late I decided to leave. Alice and Jasper accompanied me home.
Anabella: Thank you

Jasper: When you want

Alice: See you tomorrow at school!

I nod, look at Jasper doubting, but before he asked me what was going on, I approached him and put our lips together.

Alice laughed happily as Jazz put a hand on my cheek, our lips moved synchronously for a few seconds before separating.

Anabella: I'm sorry, the curse is getting stronger

Alice: Is it just the curse? Or are there feelings?

The blond looked at me with a smile, surely feeling my feelings, I blushed before getting off as fast as I could and then entering my house where I was received by Charlie and my twin with a smile and welcome food.

My sister and the Cullens had devised a plan to justify my absence these months. So I had to learn it to correspond to the lie.

...........................................

After what happened, I met with my friends and spent some time in the Push, besides playing pool and eating something.

At first they got mad at me because I disappeared from nowhere, but thanks to the lie of my absence from Cullen, they forgave me. Although Walter has been more affectionate than other times. But it doesn't bother me, he's a great friend.

It was night when they left me at home. I was about to enter the house, when I see my twin trying to start the truck. When she sees me, she beckons me to approach.

Bella: It doesn't start. Do you know what to do?

I was about to answer him, but I felt the presence of an annoying vampire

Anabella: First start by talking to your vampire

Out of nowhere Edward appears, inside the vehicle looking at me in amazement and then looks at my twin with a slight smile.

Bella: Did you make it not start?

Edward: You were going to the reservation

Bella: How did you know?

Anabella: Alice

I roll my eyes before looking at the boy who nodded slowly, my sister looks at him incredulously with what was happening.

Bella: Jacob won't hurt me
Edward: Not wanting, but the wolves have no control.

Anabella: Please ... They're fine, they didn't bite me unlike certain vampires.

Bella: Ana!

Anabella: You have to see the truth little sister. I was in the Push this afternoon and they are not dangerous

Edward: You stopped being completely human, you should stop going

"You stopped being completely human," I keep those words in my head before clenching my fists in anger and leaving without saying anything.

Bella: Ana!

Without hearing the screams of my twin, I go to our room and lie on the bed with the Pillow on my face. I hold back the tears that I almost never let out, but…

It is true…. Stop being human ... Against my will ... I NEVER WANTED THIS !!!

Bella: Ana

Anabella: Go with your blood suck

Bella: Edward, I didn't mean it with bad intention

I take the pillow from my face to look at my twin who was also on the verge of tears when she saw me cry.

Anabella: Do you know what is the worst?

She looks at me for a moment before taking my hand in hers to try to calm me down

Anabella: That's true, what he said. A few months ago I stopped having my period suddenly

My twin looked me in the eye and tears were already coming out of her eyes when she hugged me tightly. I hug her while I hide my face in her neck.

I don't know how long we were in that position, but my sister didn't release me at any time. When I couldn't cry anymore and they were just gasping for air I straighten up while we looked into each other's eyes, we both had swollen eyes from so much crying.

Anabella: But if I see the bright side, I can't get pregnant

My twin blinks a few seconds assimilating what I said and when she realizes, she blushes before hitting me on the arm scolding me

Bella: Don't you dare

Anabella: Why? I do not take risks

Bella: Anabella!

I laugh out loud at my sister's red face of shame at my words, throwing myself in my bed still laughing while my sister hit me with a pillow.
I grab her wrist and throw her with me on the bed, while I put my face on her chest like we used to
do as girls.

Anabella: Sorry, I'm sleepy. Can you stay like this?

Bella: Yes, little sister

My eyelids were heavy and sleep beat me.
The next day we were at the institute, for some reason Walter, Tamara and Rafael had not come to the institute today so I opted to go to the tables outside the school to eat quietly.

Alice: How strange, are you alone?

I look up and see the pixie with his typical smile and Jazz who smiles at me when our eyes meet.

Anabella: I was

She laughs before sitting next to me and Jasper on the other side of me. I return my attention to my food, but I stop doing it when I feel the eyes of the two Cullen beside me.

Anabella: Do you need anything from me? It's awkward to eat my food when you both look at me

Jasper: Excuse me, my lady

My lady? Change miss for lady? I roll my eyes before gently pushing him in protest, he chuckles before resting his hand on mine.

Anabella: Since when are you so "daring"? so to speak

Jasper: Since you confirmed our link

Alice: And it allows us to be as affectionate as we want.

Anabella: Can't I refuse?

The pixie chuckles before stroking my arm with the tips of his fingers as she looks me in the eye, making me nervous.

Jasper: I can see how we make you feel, honey

I look at the blond who kept his smile, I sighed defeated before releasing Jazz's hand and saving my food and then looking at the pixie.

Anabella: Are we going inside?

Alice: Yes!

Jasper laughs as I roll my eyes. Alice smiles at me before kissing me on the cheek and getting up with a lot of energy while looking at us with her typical smile.

Anabella: How do you manage to follow her all the time?

Jasper: Alice is Alice

Anabella: You love her or you leave her

They freeze at my words, I look at them with an eyebrow raised in confusion. Out of nowhere Alice surrounds me with her arms as our lips come together surprising me.

Anabella: What did that come from?
Alice: You almost said you loved me

Anabella: How will you react when I admit it?

Jasper: Do you love us?

They looked at me with love reflected in their eyes, I get nervous before turning around to enter the cafeteria. Seeing my twin with his friends and Edward, I quickly went there doubting a little, but in the end I sat next to my twin.

They were discussing the graduation speech, Mike and Jess were discussing. I roll my eyes before putting my head on Bella's shoulder, she chuckles before resting her head on mine.

Mike: Wow! I had never seen the twins so affectionate among them.

I roll my eyes before looking angry at him, he trembles before my gaze before returning his attention to his food.

Jessica: The Bad Twin

Jess's mocking tone made me sigh before straightening and looking the other way angry. How is my sister with these idiots?

In that Jasper and Alice sit down while they sneak up at me with a smile.

Alice: I decided to have a party

Jasper: After all, when will we graduate again?

Edward chuckles as they look at each other, the rest looked confused except Bella and I who looked at each other.

Angela: A party at your house?

Jessica: I've never seen her house

Eric: No one has seen his house

Edward: Another party Alice?

Alice: It will be fun

Bella: Yes, same as last time

When she is silently looking at a fixed point, she was having a vision. Thanks to my gifts I can see Alice's vision, it happens occasionally but not at will.

Victoria was in the vision, she was in the forest, she was running on a specific route not far from our house.

With that I also return to reality and look at the Cullens who looked at each other and then looked at me.

Jessica: Are you ok?

I look at her with an eyebrow raised at his question, I chuckled before talking to her.
Anabella: Now you're worried about what's wrong with the bad twin?

She rolls her eyes before throwing a paper ball to my face, I roll my eyes before leaving with Jasper for the civil war introduction class.
Persecution

After that Edward took us to the police office where our father was, we were waiting for him to leave since he was busy talking to two gentlemen.

Bella: What did Alice see? I know you know what she saw

Edward: it was nothing

Bella: The three seemed worried

Edward: Ja, I thought everyone would notice how strange Alice is

Anabella: I think they have noticed for a long time.

We looked at the door where the two people were talking insistently with our father, we looked at Edward curiously.

Edward: His son was lost in Seattle over a year ago, Charlie has done his best

Bella: Do you know anything about that?

Edward: We have followed the situation in Seattle for a while, unexplained disappearances, murders, if the situation continues to progress, the vulturis will interfere

Bella: And they'll see that I'm still human.

Anabella: And I don't think that my bond with the royal guard is enough for nothing bad to happen.

Edward: I'm afraid not

With that, the gentlemen come out together with Charlie who, seeing Edward, was more serious than usual, while waving uncomfortably at Charlie.

Bella: Ready for dinner?

Charlie: Yes, it will only be the three of us, right?

Edward: I just came to leave them

The boy leaves while our father kept watching him carefully, but in that the boy turns around to look at Bella

Edward: Bella, my parents wanted to remind you of the plane ticket you received on your birthday

Charie: What passage is that?

Bella: On a trip to see Mom in Florida

Charlie: That ... is very generous

Edward: It expires soon you have to use it this weekend

Bella: I can't leave and leave everything
Edward: Maybe you can't see her until after graduation

After a while of arguing, Bella agreed to go, but ... with Edward, what Charlie complained about and forced me to go, but after another discussion I stayed in Forks since I had an "important test to go to". I decided to stay because I wanted to help the Cullens with Victoria that would appear at night.

At first, the Cullens did not agree, but together with Edward we managed to convince them despite the intense protests of Alice and Jasper.

I'm next to the Cullens in the forest at night waiting for Victoria to appear. I'm next to Emmett and Esme. The woman circled my waist as she smiled at me like a mother to a daughter. I smiled slightly while we waited.

Carlisle: Are you sure you saw her here?

Alice: It's almost there

Jasper looks at me before approaching Alice who was tense looking at a fixed point.

My hatreds caught a slight noise from someone running, but not from a normal person.

Alice: On your left!

Quickly we all ran in that direction, my speed had improved allowing me to control it thanks to the training I had in Volterra.

So I could easily run to the level of a vampire.

Emmett was in front of everyone followed by me, then followed Jasper and the rest of the Cullens. Em reached out a hand to grab the redhead but the woman pushes him against me and we hit very hard and we both fell by a tree.

Carlisle and Jasper ran past, but I could see my blond looking at me with concern, I winked to indicate that I was fine and that nothing had happened to me, which made Jasper turn his attention to capture Victoria.

Emmett looks at me when he gets up, I smiled at him and he nods before we both run again. Esme, Rosalie and Alice came after us.

Emmett: Ana! Follow me

Alice: Emmett!

Anabella: I'm fine, Alice

With that together with Emmett we increase the speed. But we stop at the edge of a river since she had jumped to the side of the wolves.

Carlisle: Wait! This is your territory

We ran through Cullen territory until the wolves lost it and she jumped to the other side, followed by us.
Emmett: Ana!

We ran faster, but we saw Jasper try to grab her, but she knocked him down, we ran past him and turned my head a little to look at him, he smiles before getting up and running again.

I could see that she was about to reach the limit of her territory again, Victoria jumps again, but Emmett doesn't stop

Rosalie: Emmett no!

Emmett jumps and was about to grab her, but Paul in his wolf form pushes Em towards the river causing Victoria to escape.

Paul looked at Emmett, the boy was not far away and looked furious. The wolf began to growl and the Cullens tensed. Without thinking much, I jump and get in the middle of both, ignoring the cries of my life partners and the rest of the Cullens

Emmett: Ana?

Paul looks at me before making a sound of annoyance and leaving.

Emmett: Why? As?

Anabella: I'm still… being …. Human ... They can not…. Hurt myself …. 

I manage to say it between gasps as I try to catch my breath. Emmett laughs before surprising me and getting up to put me on his back. He jumps back to where his family was while my eyes began to close.

Anabella: I guess I should practice more ...

Jasper: You did very well, honey

I look at Jazz and Alice who looked at me with a smile while in their eyes reflected pure love, as always.

Carlisle: When we get home I'll check you, your heart is beating too fast for a human

I chuckled before closing my eyes and falling asleep on Emmett's back.
I open my eyes still a little asleep and find myself in a room I had never been, I straighten up while I look at the room a little dazed.

Alice: Good morning, sleepy girl!

I turn my head to see the pixie and Jazz on the edge of the bed smiling at me warmly. I still blinked in a daze causing slight laughter to come out of them to my surprise.

Anabella: Where am I?

Jasper: In our room, honey

Alice: You must have breakfast and then we go to high school

Blinking again trying to process what the girl said in front of me, Alice laughs again before standing up and holding my hand along with Jazz.

Alice: You're a heavy sleeper

Anabella: Shut up

Jasper: Yes, she got it

I roll my eyes as they laugh. They took me to the kitchen where Esme was happy cooking. I blink again trying to wake up while I sit on a bench on the kitchen island.

Anabella: Good morning

Esme: Good morning, dear

She gives me a smile while she continued cooking. I blink again to try to wake up.

Jasper: Are you still sleepy?

I nod as I rest my head on Jazz's shoulder, while trying not to close my eyes.

Alice: Are you always so sleepy?

Anabella: No, I'm normally a light sleeper and I don't usually sleep well

Jasper: Why?

I raise my shoulders in a sign of ignorance, in fact the truth is that when we were with our mother, Phil used to come to my room at night and hit me or even touch me, so I'm usually alert, although I know he's not in Forks. But yesterday when I slept in the Cullens' house for the first time in years I slept well.

I feel Jasper tense, surely feeling my feelings, he looked at me with wide eyes with concern on his face, the pixie looked worried and curious.

I straighten up and give the blond a brief kiss on the lips, causing him to be surprised while Alice laughs happily at what I just did. The boy smiles before looking into my eyes with much love.
In that I see Carlisle that when he sees me he smiles warmly before approaching.

Carlisle: How do you feel?

Anabella: Good, tired but good

Carlisle: That's good, it means that the medications I gave you are working

I nod my head at his comment, he smiles again before stroking my head affectionately, I'm surprised by his action, but I don't reject it.

Esme: Dear, here you go

Esme puts a plate with food in front of me, I smiled in thanks before breakfast.

When I finished I was about to ask to be taken home, but Alice, surely with one of her visions, will have seen what I wanted to do and instantly the pixie was next to me with a smile as she took my hand.

Alice: I talked to Charlie last night, you don't have to come back early, you'll be with us.

Anabella: Charlie? Since when are they friends?

Alice: Well, I like him and he says I'm a good influence for you

I chuckled before rolling my eyes, stole a kiss surprising her before laughing and looking into her eyes.

Anabella: I prefer Emmett's influence

Emmett: Yes!

Out of nowhere, the big guy hugs me up from the ground while smiling at me with pure happiness on his face.

Emmett: We will be invincible, little sister

I look at him with an eyebrow raised at his comment, little sister? He smiles at me like the Cullens who looked at me with a smile on their faces, enjoying the moment.
Losing a little control

We arrived at school, I got out of Jasper and Alice's car while we walked with Emmett and Rosalie. People looked at me since I had never been to school with the Cullens.

In that I see the vampires tense, I look at them with curiosity before seeing Bella, Edward and Jacob talking.

Rosalie takes Em's hand and carries it inside to avoid problems from last night. Jacob, seeing me, smiles at me and beckons me to approach.

I was about to do it, but my mates hands take mine while they looked at me, I sigh before smiling to reassure them both.

I don't know what was happening to me lately, I was being very kind to them and more like a kind of “girlfriend”.

When they let me go and they watch the situation far away. My twin smiles at me before hugging me, just like Edward.

Jacob: Isn't there a hug for me? Or is it that those blood sucks already dominated you?

I roll my eyes before looking angry, he raises his hands in surrender

Bella: Why are you two fighting?

Jacob: Didn't they tell him? I came to warn you if your species passes our lands again

Bella: What will happen?

Edward: Jacob, go away

Jacob: No, she has to know, she's the one the redheaded girl is looking for.

Bella: Victoria?

Edward closes his eyes for a moment and then opens them irritated by what was happening.

Bella: Alice's vision, her behaviors and you also went last night, that's why you didn't come with us

My twin looked angry at me, I get nervous while I grimace.

Bella: Then you and I will talk

Anabella: And now you behave like the older sister

Bella: Excuse me?

I roll my eyes before walking away ignoring my twin's screams and entering the institute followed by Alice and Jasper.

Anabella: Stop following me

Jasper: Honey
I clench my fists angrily and look at them in a frown. They look at me while they try to calm me down.

Alice: Ana ...

asper: Your eyes

I look at them confused before the pixie took out a makeup kit where I had a small mirror, it makes me look and gasp before my red eyes.

Walter: Swan!

I tense and I could feel my friends walking towards us. Jasper was serious and looked like he was going to attack Walter at any time for some reason, while Alice took him by the arm to control him.

I close my eyes as I breathe to calm down, in that I feel an arm tangle in my neck and a body resting on my back.

Walter: Are you alright? Are they bothering you?

Rafael: Do you want us to teach them a lesson?

He clenches his fists while looking at Jazz, who didn't take his eyes off Walter, since my friend was on me. For some reason, Rafael's words angered me, but I hid it.

Tamara: Anabella? You're good? Why do you close your eyes?

I sigh once more before opening them feeling that my anger had stopped, I look at her with a smile before looking at Jasper who looks away from Walter towards me.

Anabella: I'm fine, let's go

Rafael: Sure?

Walter: Because we can split the face of the blond.

Jasper looks at him more seriously and seemed willing to attack him, Alice quickly gets in the middle while putting her hands on Jazz's face as they look into each other's eyes.

Rafael: Really? Do you need your girlfriend to defend yourself?

Anabella: ¡Enough!

My scream made my friends look at me surprised as well as Jasper and Alice.

Anabella: Let's go

I turn around followed by Rafael, Tamara and Walter. Thanks to my audition I could hear Jasper grunt.

I speak whispering only for vampires to hear me.

Anabella: Then we talk, I love you.

There was no answer instead, I could hear ... Purring?
I dodged the subject's stroke without problems and then kicked in the center of his stomach and made him fall to the floor in pain.

Man: You can't continue! The winner is Anabella Swan!!

The cries of the audience were fascinated by my ninth consecutive victory, among the screams, I could distinguish those of my friends.

Walter: Very good, beautiful!

Tamara: That's my sister!

Rafael: Way to go, bad twin!

I chuckled, before claiming my prize and then leaving the cage and going to a room to get some rest. I sit on a sofa sighing tired, in that I see my friends approaching with a smile.

Rafael pushes me playfully as he hugs Tamara behind me, who smiles at me and Walter sits next to me with a smile and puts his arm around my neck to lean against his chest.

Rafael: It's been a long time since we saw your magic in action, bad twin

Tamara: Yes, this place lacked some of your touch

Anabella: Just one more fight to continue delighting them

Walter: And I'm more than sure you'll beat him

He smiles at me while looking me in the eye, I was about to tell him something, but my cell phone rang, I look at the ID and it was my father, I roll my eyes before answering even leaning on Walter's chest.

Anabella: Hi Dad

Charlie: Ana, where are you?

Anabella: I told you I'd be late, I'm at Tamara's house.

Charlie: Yes, but it's already 8 p.m.

Anabella: Dad, I'm fine, really.

Tamara: Let me talk to him

I look at her confused before handing my cell phone to my friend who starts talking to my father cordially.

Rafael: How annoying

I raise my shoulders before snuggling more into Walter's chest that stroked my back while we were silent listening to the conversation with my father.

Tamara: Yes, of course, goodbye Chief Swan
She gives me my cell phone with a smile, I looked at the confused boys and I was just as confused, before looking at our friend.

Tamara: Your father lets you stay a few more hours, but no more than midnight

Rafael: Surely you threatened him with something

Tamara: I can't threaten a cop, I'm not stupid like you

We laughed before they called me to fight, but in that my cell phone rings again and this time in the caller ID put the name of Alice

I look a few moments before separating and go to answer the call, since it could be something of Victoria

Alice: Ana, don't fight

Anabella: What? Why?

Alice: I can't see you well after the fight, I have a bad feeling

Anabella: Alice, I know what I do.

Alice: Ana, please.

His voice was anguished and my heart ached when I heard it like that, but I couldn't lose this fight, it would be my tenth victory, if I manage to defeat my opponent.

Anabella: We'll talk later, they're calling me

Alice: Ana!

I cut without paying attention and go to the cage. I wait a few seconds until a tall man with white complexion and black hair with dull eyes looked at me. I tense a little feeling his thirst for blood, but I also put myself in a fighting position.

Man: Start!

The man turned out to be faster than I expected and hits me in the face causing me to fall backwards while violently hitting the ground.

Walter: Ana!

Rafael: What?

Tamara: Get up!

I straighten up while I spit blood, the man quickly starts running towards me with more thirst for blood, I frowned before jumping and running towards him decisively.

I tried to hit him with my right fist, but he dodged it without problems before hitting me hard in the stomach, I emit a sound of pain before pulling away while I take my stomach with my hands before falling to my knees and coughing up blood.

The audience was silent as it was a promise for the fights, but now ... I'm losing remarkably against this man that nobody knows
The man runs towards me again, with difficulty I get up and dodge his attacks, but again he hits me in the face and before I can fall he grabs my hand and breaks my wrist.

Anabella: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH !!!!!!!!!!

My eyes burned as my anger began to come out, I jump and kicked him in the head while the subject continued to hold my wrist, the man's face turns sharply but nothing seemed to do him.

Rafael: Enough is enough!

Tamara: It's not worth it!

Walter: Give up!

The screams of my friends made me feel worse, can't I beat him? Seriously? And the worst part is that I can't expose my gifts to people, I sigh while I kneel and squeeze my good hand in anger.

Anabella: I give up

Man: Maxwell is the winner!

The man releases me before leaving as if nothing had happened. I hit the ground with my healthy hand in frustration as I spit blood again.

After that, when we left, Emmett was waiting, who smiled at me and looked at me in amazement when he saw my face with a bruise under the eye and the hand wrapped in a bandage.

Rafael: What are you doing here Cullen?

My friend said in disgust, I roll my eyes before saying goodbye to them who looked at me a little badly for leaving them.

Emmett: Good beating you received

Anabella: Shut up, what are you doing here?

Emmett: They asked me to go find you, we invented an excuse for Charlie for what you would stay in our house while Carlisle examines you

I nod before sighing and getting into his Jeep. After a brief trip due to the speed that the vampire was driving, we arrived at the Cullen residence.

After Carlisle checked me and put on a plaster that I cannot hide from my father and I will have to invent something so as not to get in trouble and as for my bruise, makeup will save me.

Alice: Why do you have to be so hard headed?

The pixie said next to me on the bed where I usually sleep, take a pillow and throw it at my head.

While Jasper looked at me seriously next to me.

Anabella: I didn't think this would happen

Emmett: How strong was it?
He said excitedly, while Alice and Jasper glared at him. I roll my eyes before speaking again.

Anabella: When my wrist broke, my vampire strength came out and I kicked him in the head.

There was a laugh from Emmett who was beaten by Rosalie while the rest looked at me worried.

Anabella: But he didn't feel it.

Carlisle: What do you mean Ana?

Anabella: He didn't even feel the blow, he was so calm and didn't seem to be a vampire or a wolf.

The blonde was about to say something, but out of nowhere I began to breathe hard while panting, Alice and Jasper looked at me worriedly as Carlisle examined me.

Jasper: The Curse

Alice: You haven't seen Tanya and Kate in a long time

I close my eyes trying to make the pain go away. Great I will have to see those two Succubi women who kept bothering me!
The Cullens invented an excuse for Charlie for my absence for a few days and as for Victoria, the Cullens would take care of Bella and my father.

I was at the airport waiting to come for me. Supposedly some vampires named Carmen and Eleazar along with Irina who was Tanya and Kate's sister, were eager to meet me.

Kate: Oh! My dyed blonde

I roll my eyes before turning to see Kate smiling mockingly and Tanya smiling affectionately.

Anabella: At least I'm not hollow by birth

Kate gasps offended as a joke, while Tanya chuckled.

Anabella: Well, let's do this fast so that the curse leaves me alone

Blondes look at me confused, I smiled arrogantly before giving Tanya a short kiss surprising her. She smiled at me before grabbing me by the waist and drawing me for a slightly longer kiss.

You could tell she had experience and kissed very well, but I will never tell her.

When we separated, there were a couple of people at the airport who looked at us with disgust or amazement, but since I didn't care what people thought, I didn't care at all and it seems Tanya does the same.

Some hands rest on my waist and a body rests on my back. Lips gently kiss my ear, making me shiver.

Kate: Don't forget me, beautiful

I put on a mocking smile before putting my hand in his and making a light electric shock come out and Kate walks away surprised, just like Tanya.

Anabella: Let's say your gift is also one of mine

Kate: Won't you let me kiss you?

Anabella: No, for now, I stay three weeks, so there is time.

Tanya: Do you know that we will have to be with you all the time ?, so that you return well to Forks and the curse does not affect you

Kate: Why only me? Tanya makes fun of you too

I shrug my shoulders before giving Tanya a short kiss on the lips, while Kate glared at me.

Kate: You know that one of these days you will have to kiss me

Anabella: I know, but I'd rather see you suffer, for making fun of me

Tanya smiles before grabbing my suitcase and then taking my healthy hand, then heading to the car that was parked outside the airport. Tanya drove the car while I was in the back seat, it was
with Kate who looked at me all the time, while I laughed at the vampire's behavior.

After a few minutes of traveling, in which I was fascinated by the speed in which Tanya drove. It must be something of vampires, that everyone drives very fast.

We arrived at a beautiful house, like the Cullens in the middle of the forest, but the snow gave it a unique and beautiful touch.

Kate opened the car door to get out, but she still glared at me. I dedicate a mocking smile before putting my backpack on my shoulder, while Tanya grabbed my suitcase and then my hand and then guided me to the house followed by Kate.

In the living room there was a woman with brown hair who had a certain motherly air, reminded me a lot of Esme.

Carmen: You must be Anabella Swan, I'm Carmen, nice to meet you

The woman approaches me before kissing me on each cheek. It was a bit awkward since I was not used to this kind of greetings with strangers, but I do not dislike, Carmen was affectionate or so it seemed.

A man entered the living room and looked at me in amazement before freezing for a few minutes seemed to be looking at something we couldn't see.

I grimaced before looking at Tanya next to me who was looking seriously and looked at the man with curiosity just like the rest of the present Denali.

Carmen: Eleazar, honey Are you alright?

The man leaves the trance before dedicating an affectionate smile to Carmen and approaching us with a smile.

Eleazar: Excuse me, my name is Eleazar, a pleasure Anabella

I shake his hand while I give him a slight smile, he froze again as he looked at me and I became uncomfortable before releasing his hand while looking at him with an eyebrow raised in confusion.

Carmen: Honey?

The man comes out of the trance before releasing a slight laugh before putting a hand on the back of his neck while giving me a slight smile.

Eleazar: Sorry, my gift is to detect the gifts of vampires or humans and you have many gifts and it's hard for me to detect them all.

Kate: How much power do you have, my poorly dyed blonde?

Tanya chuckles while Carmen and Eleazar smile at Kate's joke. In my case I roll my eyes before giving him a mocking smile.

Anabella: I don't know, maybe I'll try them with you

Kate's mocking smile disappears quickly and she disappears from my sight. I chuckled before Tanya hugged me from behind and kissed me on the cheek with love.
It had been a few days since I arrived at the Denali's house, Carmen and Eleazar were very kind as was the Irina woman.

I was in the living room, my wounds had healed quickly to be a human. I only had a split lip. I was watching a TV series while lying on the couch with my head in Tanya's lap. She read an old book that was from its creator Sasha.

In that, what was on the TV screen changes to the Xbox logo and blinks before seeing Kate on the floor ready to play video games. She looks at me with an arrogant smile and I glared at her while Tanya laughs.

I straighten up and walk to the stairs to watch TV in the guest room, but Kate appears in front of me, even with her mocking smile and hands me another Xbox controller.

Anabella: Kate, I'm not going to play.

Kate: What? Are you afraid?

Anabella: Why would I be afraid to kick your disgusting ass?

Kate: Believe me that when you see my butt, you just want to touch it.

Anabella: I doubt it very much.

I tried to leave again, but she didn't let me go again and offered me control of the Xbox again.

Anabella: How annoying you are.

Kate: Thank you, seriously. Are you afraid of losing?

I roll my eyes and glare at her, she winks at me before grabbing the controller and appears behind me before whispering in my ear.

Kate: To make it more interesting, let's bet.

Anabella: What thing?

Kate: If I win, you will undress in front of me and if I lose I will do what you want.

Anabella: Whatever, can I have?

Kate: Yep.

Anabella: Can't you ask for something else?

Kate: What? Do you doubt your abilities so you don't want to be naked in front of me?

Anabella: Shut up.

I sat on the floor and Kate gets next to me and we started playing Mario Kart. Tanya had a mocking smile for what had just happened, but I only concentrated on the stupid game.

A few minutes later ...
Kate: ¡Yes!

I roll my eyes before throwing the controller at Kate, she grabs it easily before giving me a mocking smile that quickly turns into a seductive smile. I swallow nervously knowing what awaited me.

Kate: Don't tell me you're not going to fulfill the bet

Anabella: I always keep my word

Kate: Perfect

She smiles at me before holding my hand and we both go up the stairs to Kate's room. I could hear Tanya's laugh about what happened, a growl escaped my lips from the situation that only increased Tanya's laugh and Kate also started laughing.

The blonde closes the door before sitting on her bed and smiling at me while watching me closely.

Anabella: I hate you

Kate: No, you don't

The mocking smile on Kate's face only made me more angry. How can she be one of my mates?

I sighed defeated before taking off my shoes with my socks, then took off my coat, exposing my black diver. Kate's predatory gaze didn't leave my body for a second, she really wanted to see me naked.

I roll my eyes before taking off my belt and then taking off my diver, exposing my torso and finally my bra. I was about to take off my pants, but Kate's angry growl made me stop, I looked up and her eyes were looking at my arms where were the tattoos and where ... scars of wounds from Phil's blows.

The blonde appears in front of me before taking my arm gently and looking at the scars. I grimace before trying to remove my arm from her hands, but she had a strong grip on my waist and wouldn't let me move.

Anabella: Kate, let go of me

Kate: Who did this to you?!!

I shivered at Kate's shout, she was always playful and shrill but I had never seen her with so much hate in her eyes.

The door of the room opens suddenly and Tanya enters quickly before observing the situation and finally my arms, her amber eyes darken and she appears next to her sister examining my arms.

Tanya: What happened, Anabella?

Anabella: Nothing that concerns them

Both women looked at me with their black eyes. But I wasn't going to let them intimidate me, it's none of them and anyone's business.

Kate: Nothing that concerns us?!
Tanya: You are our mate! We care about you!

I sighed annoyed and used my gift of electricity to make the women free me, they let me go, but they were very angry, I ignored them and put on my diver.

Kate: Who hurt you?

Anabella: No one

Tanya: Those scars are of abuse!
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